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KC. L-l?. Nkshoisor, weiccmed the visitors to the sylnpmmn1 and sald tnat 
t;le large high-speed digital computer is Ganging the whole l:ay of Winking 

in almost every branch of er,gm3333g sclen~e, and in many other fields as 

well. These changes of thinkxig ard the changes of doing x4lich arxe frm 

them ~111 all come about wxx3.tably xherevsr acrori3utaxu. ~essarch, design 

ad ccnstructlon 3alce place. It is not a matter of acceptmg or reJzc$iw 

the ccsnputcr m any of t&-se fielcle; the iqJort,ult txng i6 IAl0 slaing ana 

the quality of the thm:ting on hc,r VC use comp&ero. 4e can only xin martits 

for our ebxraft lf our raactlon to t!lc coJ1lputcr is both o_uick and well 

conceived. 

,The use of the comput.er in au-craft structural dcsxgn is increasing 

rapidly 111 this cowtiy. The purposz of thrs Symposium is to rev=Gw the 

whcle fipid and to setBr;tish ejYort in gerspeotiv? in We :iorld scsne. The 

papers and dlscusnion should riclp us to see &etli*r we are leggmii; seriously 

or not, md the; 9icul.d also help US to assess more o~c~rl~ ~'11s~ we are T 
gomg, whore ~0 8hcul.d be gox;g, and hox to sat tnero more: quickly and more 

surely. Ve 3hOUia also got c claaxr picture of here the rmtir pay-off in 

the us0 of the cwputcr ma:,; 1~. Is :t in tx:m oavlng in structuursl analysis 

and in tllc dcsi;;n davelo~~xt process? I3 lt in the frcedcm to ana'.yse a 

wider ranGo of cltirn3tivc so:u';lons 2.1, more d~tiil? Is it in the saving Of 

vci&t by more officxnt; d-s~~n o~~txn~sat~c.~, or 1s it u 3~18 other way? 

Wxll the u&c of cornalters Icad to ch~gcd plorltzas li? other folds? 

7111 It, i ac 0::mp10, load to d~,.rrilds 2'~ x&-e prcc~sc del';nitiox of loads 

and manceu~~oc? A mayor chnnye U, cne part of tile awonwtical flcld nearly 

alays lo&do to corrcspcndm~ c!unyzs clsdwx. 3,:~ Synposiun will have 

b;tin ~~~ti~wh~lc if it helps u6 to anoxr ever. a iW<f ~2' tncsz quostione. 
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larger and faster. Such a philosophy naturally limits the ilser's mind to the 

applications and solutions he may obtavl on a desk machine but far the fact that 

he does larger problems in less tune. We have found, on the other hand, that 

the pcwer of computer computations commands a complete reorientation of our 

mental prccesses in order to obtain the optimum from the valuable machinery. 

Be have found, inter alia, that the engineer must use the computer as best 

suits him, rather then allowing hunself to be limited to the present-day high- 

level programming languages like AIGOL and IXWiRAN. These lenguagcs ere 

designed to translate algorithms and fornollae into machme languages and are 

neither elegant nor efficient for the formulation of structural analysis 

involving problws with very large matrices and supormatrices. In this 

connection we have developed some interpretive matrix codes which allow the 

user roughly 150 matrix operations et a level of cfficicnoy only slightly lower 

than that of special purpose hand-coding. We have under dovelopmont languages 

of an awn more general character for the solution of engineering problems 

involving branched data structures of any kind; xn particular, meny-levelled 

supermatrices. This cod.e, denoted as A2GUAT, is a generalization of AUOL and 

alh~s procedures which output lists formed as matrices, supermatraces, or 

"trees" ) as me11 as the-, integer andBoolean procedures of AIGOL 60. 

Parallel to this mathematical softwarc,.we have initiated powerful structural 

languages like ASKA (Autanatic System for Kinematic Analysis) which allms the 

engineer a very general yet efficient ccvnputor solution for problems to be 

solved by the matrix displacenmnt method. As a matter of fact, ASKA includes 

the possibility of describing with relatively few orders highly complex two- 

and three-dimensional topological assemblies of clemcnts. 

It should be our aim that fast, cfficicnt, easy-to-use methods of analysis 

should be at the centre of automated design systems implcmcnted on a computer. 

i7ithi.n the next decade we expect computer-based methods of analysis to be so 

extensive and efficient that the nircraft desiaer will be able to ask the 

computer fur an instantaneous stress or dynamical analysis of any structural 

grouping he can Imagine end sketoh on a graphical computer input device. At the 

same tme, we shall be using the so-called conversational approach to the 

computer whereby a dialogue is effectively taking place between the engineer end 

the computer. The requirements of such advances in technology are tremonda~. 

We must do a lot of work in nonlinoer methods. Also a systems approach to 

synthesis of structures by simulation and analysis will be necessary. Many 

engineers will have to change thclr philosophy of computer utilisation, and we 
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can also ezqcct to oxort some feed-back twardz computer devclo~nents. Par 

cmmple, ufflcient solutmns to ncnl~near problums \I111 rcqulrs more 

soI>histicatcd, fastcr and less costly computers. 

?inally, a computer rcvoiutaon in aircraft design and analysts should 

have organlcntronal implzoat~ons withln the axrcraf't firm tending to clevatc 

the importance of the engineer who has tamed the computer. This, hoxcver, will 

rCquuc carller ChmgCS in cngiwering education; such changes arc actually 

takmg place already in some urmversitics. 

1?1T30xJLx!101\r -- 

The conputcr's role in cnginccrmng technology nas beccmc mare apparent 

du.c~?g tic past far jams. The cnginccrs who devclopod the first compu+xxs 

considered thorn to bc logical ongmcn and often as "ends-ul-thcI1Isclvcs". We 

arc all happy to lonvc behind this over-consciousness of the computer es merely 

a logical machine. The current conservative philosophy of comptatlon might 

best be summarizcd as the concept of "the computer as a rapid desk calculrtor". 

This latter outlook may not be quite as sterile as over-fnscmnatlon 7~1th the 

machinery per se, but stall docms its holder to ccmlx~tcr solutions no more 

maginatrvc thn t?nose hc could have obtained on a desk calculator, mcrcly 

produced 21 less tAmsand onasomwhat 1x:ry.x scale. It 1s interesting to note 

tiiat ikbrn&C and 111s nssoclatcs, ho wcr‘c SO limltcd by the cnginecring 

technology of thear day, wrs porhqs not as ixnltcc! 1n irlr.gmnt1n as Sam 

of ihc scxntrsts and engmcers of OLLI' own 1 tlinc . 

Let us look at some of the more recent altitudes regardmg cozquters. 

Early results ccmmg frcm research b,,, ---Cl on thene never attitudes seen to 

ipdicate hat tneg may be far more fruitful than former notions. Firstly, we 

ml&t consider the oomwter as an abstract symbol manipulator. This is 

certainly the philosophy of the systems nrogrsxmer vr!vo develops machine 

translators and interpreters For the art3ficis.l languages in vhich computer 

users cede their problems. Thl s ooncept has proved frmtf*ul m the application 

of the computer to naturallsnguages as well; e.g., translation of natural 

languages, computer literary studies, authorship tests, charnct~r rocogwtlon, 

etc. But, asldc frcm these first fruits from the fields of apglicatl@n, thx 

concept loads to an even more valuable one. The human bra-in has a tramcndaus, 

wall-organlscd data storti:, the largest, mcst rapti computer operating today, 

the IJNIVAC !LTakc-X military cor?:utor2 appratchcs one per cant of the storage 
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capacity of the hunan brain but is not nearly so cleverly organized. The human 

brain, v,hile complex and vast as a data s&ore, is limited to the number of 

symbols It can consider at any given instant and is won more limited by the 

speed at which it can relate this anal1 set of "current" symbols. A well- 

trained mind can handle about IO to 20 small expressions or rciatcd groups of 

spbols at a time. The computer is relatively less liizutod in +hc number of 

symbols it can consider in on instant and even less limited in its ability to 

relate these symbols rapidly. Kew most thinking, even of the most abstract 

sort, ultimately amounts to relating or organising sets of symbols. To the 

extent that the computer c,an do such tasks at tnc bchcst of a human being or 
"source" of humsn intclligcncc, the computer is an "emplifi~r of human 

intclligenco". This philosophy of computation is proving very useful in such 

arcas as decision-making, connnand and control systems, Uiformation systems, 

theorem proving, pattern recognition, etc. 

It is a short step from the computer as an amplifier of human intelli- 

gence to the notion of artificial intelligence itself. The mere mention of 

artificial intelligence raises the bugaboo of machine ascendency over humanity, 
first expressed by Same1 Butler in Ere,vhon and Erewhon Revisited in l833. 

This is not what researchers in artificial intelligence sre trying to do; they 

are merely attempting to push the capsbility of machines in the direction of 
man's capabilities3. One might soy that this theory of computation has divided 

the computer field into two factions: the conservatives and tne progressives; 

hwever, engineers have alvrays been willing to accept a philosophy on a 

pragmatio baszs and thus ric are interested to how whether this attitude is 

useful ratncr than ;-lhcther it is true or not. A short survey of the 425 field 

is sufficient to convince even the cynic that this approach to the ccmputcr 

is useful. Research already done in this field may bc gatnerod under five 

headings: Search, Pattern Recognition, Learnmg, Planning, and Induction. 

The theme of most efforts is the follo{ling: if oue doas not know her-I to solve 

a certnin problem, one may wite a computer progruinc to search thrwgh some 

large space of solution possibilities and sckctivcljj norroB these dwm against 
4 not necessarily distinct nor prcdctcmined criteria , The thinking of the MIT 

school of computer philosophers following this approach has had natch to do with 
the development of the man-and-computer technology a@in particulru; project 

XAC. As a result of such new npprmches, within 10 years cngincers ~111 find 

themselves dealing vnth computers more cs colleagues or teammembers thsn as 

machines. Computer scientists Gll be arguing about artificial creativity by 

that ti,:le, far by then artificial intclligwze will be taken for granted. 



I4xh of the effcrt 0;' elevntlng ',he beha-&xx of comp3xrs is Cevoted to 

teachug ther. to ccxxunicate; ar.5 GXX- the past decade or so It L&S besane 

c032xOnplace to be able to ccs~unic-c aue mth them mare nearly on our I,e\T.l by 

er.lploymg phrase-strwhired artlfuqal languages ratner than the bits, dqlts 

and characters of machine languages. In the recent past ve have w;-ltnessed 

the trmsltion frm machine langucges to high-level la~~a~es,.lAe IKXTUN. 

AIML, COBOL and their derivntlves, to interpreiive languat;cp for marljr 
6,7 special fields of study 3nd t0 the current ajJPliCatl0nS lsngu~cs for,- 

special pr~%lcms. Thrs progress has definitely been frcm w+inc orxntation 

tomrds human or1ontation,and in the futmc ltmll bc'wcn more 'so. Current _ 

rescnrch m thhi: field 1s leadulg to the devcioAcnt of soPhist&tcd gr~#&l. 
. . 

langungcs for cczxmunication n~L',h~ccmp~f,ers; thcsp r:q~ii.e m-0 mpct/a~ti~ut _- 
Citxiccs, nardvsrc innovatio33 and, 2n prao'ticc, rord sophhfsticated.dcnlputcr :. ./ 
orijauizatlon. Soon, L'VC~J engmecr &cd deeqncr will be able to comw&+te, 

~ltn Z!IC computer in the lmgmgc of graphics, Just as 'cc&y the m~therkatrclnn 

cormwnicatcs with it by emplw~m;: mathematical formulae (Z'Qi?T2AiV) or 

algorxthms (f&XL); the busmcs&k.n by a &bs& at hx own nakral lar&agc 

(COIjOL). There WC more than 1700 dlffercnt p:ogr&ing languages m USC 

today u1 more than 700 dlffcrent ~p&.ccti~~ ~rciis, but current rcseakh is 

lcading~oviaxds * unlficd lmguufstic fkmeworlc, rrhich will s-&n d~ffcrences in 
8 ticse many divorsc flcldn . 

COoi;F~~-k~ EII~I:IiG3U?D~~ IULYSIS 

Our own primsry interest m ccmPutcr applxa5on IS C3 e,ngincerlng 

analysis and thus ultimately to eriineerinff ciesqq. Tile :n&icdS Gf engineerbg 

anak~sx pla,y a central role 12 research sn4 development,.for, at this level, 

problems could - at 1ez.t In the Past - be sli$$tly isolated frcxl tie real 

world, lmcarzzed, comparkmentalized, sti-dlvlded, etc. until "the str,te of 

the art" applzes !nth reasonable accuracy. If en~xxerxg analysis played a 

somewhat less important role in the later stages of pro3uct desl@ and 2+2.1 

productlnn, it IS bocxse the Problems become too cczplex fcr the convenient 

mathematical assumptxons chosen corlicr. S~~nco these assumptions and 

imcarlzations dat.c from an era in vinlch the tools of analysis were PCnCil 

and ppcr, VC should bc ;rilling zo leave them bohmd and n.akc less c0nSCi%=tive 

assumptions more curtcd'to our mc4ern tocl, the ccmputcr. 

The fact that gccd dcsi@ azid cf'flcicnt pro&mtion CCC art rather tian 

science is a cwsc, nbt a 'JlessLzx. iic can posit-with prld~ to-aircraft 

&sign ati productxon acbicvements of tkc past, but we cannot repcjt them UpOn 
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xmmand, even when the aeroplane is a similar one. Only a year ago the popular 

press was asking: Why wasn't the T.V.-2 as successful as the Spitfire? We 

couldn't plug new variables into the old design and production formula because 

nobody could say what the old form.& ;v~,s. One might s&y that this is an 
over-s~lification, or that it is far beyond today's technology, or, as sane 

rightly call It, "the state of the art** , but this is the direction we should 

be going and it is the direction 111 which some airoraft firms are already 

going. 

The Boeing Company has developed computer procedures' which allow the 

designer, assisted by a computer smthematician, to express his ideas to a 

computer. The machine then does in 20 minutes what would take &bout 80 hours 

of a high-level draughtsman's time. It allox the designer to refine his 

design, employing methods of analysis already progrsmmed for the machine. 

Having developed a tentative design after several "conversations" with the 

computer, the desigderggmeermg tesrmmay request automatic machine tool 

outputs for the prepsration of models et any scale desired or for templates 

to aid in building a full size wood rryl plaster mockup. Having finalised the 

design, the man/computer team may then provide c&-tic machine tool outputs 

for the production of prototype vehicles. Does this sound far-fetched? But 

for the vicissitudes of government contracting, the Boeing DyneSosr re-entry 

research vehicle would have been the first prcduct 100 per cent designed, 

analysed, simul.ated and produced automatically by computer and computer- 

driven macldnes. 

The impact of ccmputers in alrcrsft engineering extends not only towards 

design and production but also tw,ardsthe prooess of oreatlng the new methods 

of engineering analysis required to nllcw~ autmted design. The senior 

author has pointed out this rl)lationship betvreen the ccmputcr and the theory 

at greater length in a previous lecture 10 . A few examples from the matrix 

analysis of structures should suffice to shm the influence of our new tool 

the computer on the theories we dovclop to employ on it. 

The first problem, n linearly elastic one, is that of a cylindrical arch 

dsm which, for the purpose of comparison with model studies, is considered to 

be fully built-in at the valley-dam interface. The gccmctry of the dam and 

the support, idealisation is shown in Fig.l, whilst Fig.2 illustrntcs the 

idealisation of the structure into a series of quadrilateral cv~6 elements, 

each consisting of six ten-point tetrtiedra (TSTlO)""*. Vith this assumed 

idealisation the problem reduces to one with 1800 unknowns. The water 
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minimum n-eight, its geaaetry to be obtained. Another is the "dimensioning" 

aspect where the gecmetry 1s gxven in advance, such 3s the external shaije 

being fixed by aerodynamc ccmxderatlons, and the szdng cf the covering aud 

internal supportmg structure 1s to be determmed. 

Our past studies have been drrected towards the latter, an example of 

whxh 1s illustrated in Fig.11, showing the structural idealisation employed 

for a hypothetical supersonic transport aircraft IO,11 . Using what wc might 

call an engineer's optmizataon procedure (Fag.12) whereby, starting wath the 

minimum proscribed sheet thichesses and boom areas, these are appropriately 

factored up an the ratio of' tine largest stresses occurring under a number of 

loading oases to the allowble stress; several anclysrs loops arc performed 

until convergence is achieved (Fig.13). This procedure was, in fact, the 

basis of aircraft structural design when wangs and fuselages were slender and 

only one loop v.as nccessnry, but modern configurations tend to be more and 

more of an intcgratti, ccmplcx form. The result may or cay not be the lightest 

poss?ole structure, for a variety of reascms. 

Firstly, where solutions of the simplest statrcally lndetermlnate frame- 

mark exist, they indicate that scsie bars may not be fully stressed m a loading 

case. Thas fol1o.w from the kinematic requirement of strain compatibrlrty 

(which is avoided in Etrchell structures by the bars always crossing at rrght 

angles) and may possibly oause convergence to a config~rataon which 1s not the 

lightest. Furthermore, the convergence I.S greatly infiuenced by the number of 

significant loading oases and the rolativc magnitude of the minimum allowable 

sheet thickness. Other traps may Ire in the ideallzatlon and choice of 

elements in the calculation. %iore sophistrcated elements like the afore- 

mentioned TRDi6T will permit a less rcstriotcd approach to optlmization. 

A more rigorcxrs approach to struotura 1 synthesis has been dewloped by 

Scbmit at Case Institute of Technology 17"8 (Fig.:.&) but, as yet, its 

complexity restricts its applioatlon to wry simple systems. The problem is 

reduced to one of mathematical progrerming and the method mainly er@oyed is 

that of steepest descent. This gcncralmethal could, of ooursa, opttie for 

minimum cost or some other craterion instead of minimum vxght, depending 

upon the objective function chosen. 

The farst method S, on the one hand, nonrigorous but usable and the 

second, on the other, rrgorous but restrlctcd at present by Its ciznplzsity to 

simple systems. We are pursuing at present in a group under Ni&clBcnson the 
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6; banks of high-speed memory, 16 input/output processors, each having 16 I/O 

channe Is. A confquratron like this leaves concepts 11:~ FORTRAIT, ALGOL and 

static translators or compilers behud. The super computers of the next decade 

will probably follow this pattern 111 hardware and wxll thus requzre similar 

apprcaches to software, I.e., interpretative, self-adaptive programmug 

languages tixh extend the recursun and dynamic st&agc allocation features 

of ALGOL in a single core store to be effective over P processors and S 

storage devices occurring on L leveis of a hierarchy of stores. 

We have set the task but are not content to wait fa; manufactWX's 

systems programmu~ teens to ccmplete it. 0~ aim soft-+;are developments are 

primarily orientated twtardsthe n,atrzx intsrpretatlvc ccdos needed to 

implement OUT theories. Our early oxperxnce was with the Pegasus matrix 

cc&, very advanced for its tuna, and later with our own SXT.XA code 20 for the 

UNIVAC 1107. SJUJA has mare than 150 matrix operations and is rather sunilar 

to the Pegasus code; hcwevcr, it takes advantage of the 1107 A-package multi- 

programming executive system an3 "Aus allows several different programmes to 

run in parallel with each other and with real-time data collection end media 

conversion operations. 21 i7e recently announced BEEAT , a now code whxch has 

all the features of SEEM but also allogs the user to extend the system by 

coding his cwn FORTRW IV subrcutincs to be called f'rcm the interpretative 

programme string. 

Our current project in this ‘area is the new code, ARGMAT 22,23 , a 
language for processing data manifolds or any complex brancnod data structures 

that may arise in engineering analysrs or, in fact, eencral analysis on a 

directed graph. A special case of such a data manifold ic a super-matrur; an 

cvcn moro special case 1s of course an ordinary matrix. Tho foatwes required 

far this language ark: 

(1) that it be able to handle large supermatr~ces officicfitly, 

(2) that it have dynamic storage allocation over a hlerarcny of stores, 

(3) that it be easy to programme rind chock out a nw programme, 

(4) that it be not only easy to write bat aiso easy tow, so that an 

existing programme be intelllglblc and documented by its u&n text, and finally, 

(5) that It will be unplemcntablo u less than one calendar year and 

about four to five wn-year's effort. 



Our response to these self-imposed requirements is a high-level 

langmge which in form is esse&ially .sn extemicn of the General~ed ALGOL 

language of wlrth 24 . ARaUl’, VIZ., Gemsxl ised ALGOL, is so generalised that 

lt is trm5lated to an interrr,ediate language which is still fliare generai than 

FORTPJX, aonsistihg mostly of ~ylhbles and nwbers in reversed Pol;sh 

' noLatlon ;nth the origmal block structure. This mtemediatc lang.age is 

prCx?esseil by M mterprcter ;Aich c ssent,1nlly sirlul.attes n se%-nclapt1w 

cmputcr dcoignncd to process data mar,i.folds rather than mdiv~dual rational 

numbers. Cnc ml.&'d charnctcriso this languagu as an AlACE which tylpcs variables 

as elthcr gloixd or local (i.e., not e, 3x~lem, St-, inIcr;er], and allows 
procwhrcs to outpilt highly structurud lists via their nmcs (in addition to 

*, intcgcr, Boulnan, and compiex singte var-~;l'slcs). Tc have nttmpted to 

fullo-+r Ivcrson's notation 25 as mch as possible, -In uracr to allow CJXS of 

cxprcssmn and ooncoptualisation of r;?,.trix-lllco and gra-ph-like data-manifolds. 

c-002 as ARCZiAT ;/ill be, it still is not trio full ansmr to the ongincer 

or designor's me&, but wrcly a Ian&ago in which w can implc&nt our 

Lhccries cud rmlisa them e-l the collpxter. Tlx tfcnd in cmputm applications 

nvmkys istmmrdsso-sallcd applications languinges, u.g., APT, Li?, STRXSS, and 

the ASKA l.mgmge dwclopcd by Dr. liisscin Kawl and his Applied Programing 

Group at the Instrlxte in StuttgaA . &3pliuations lsnyages nllcm vir+3al 

autoratmn of prcduction, planning, ord mw.lj~~s prcmdurcs but thtiy still 

require some human effort fur ~;,odell.ing, data preparatiun, linear idealxatiun, 

coord;naic determination, etc. Such application pacl;ages mll.imprcwe in at 

least txru na~ar areas in the :mct Fi.ve to ten years. Firstly,, they vi11 have 

to allor? ccYiuuunicati.on nits tile aigsmer ui' des++?r in his ox? langmSu, the 

lar.gongc of gra#ics. Secondly, this very fasility ~il.1 require that more 

sophisticated nethods of analysis be embodied in t!le subru~tines of the 

package itself. For exe~plc, a clusigncr shou'td be able to have sn instantaneous 

stress or dynamical analysis of my thxoe-dimncional ObJoct or grouping of 

stmctural clom~nts 1,~ can chat on a iight pen display console. 

Tne classical dosiF~ woccss is too little 'knmm to dcscribu in a Pew 

WOlTLS . This, in fact, is its fault. On thu other hand, tea mploy a slightly 

difi'urent scnsc of the sme word, it is also too well known to need farther 

description here. Ve me notch mace intercst~d to lo-~% what thy ccmputcr-aided 

design process of tnc funro ~~illbe. The cmputcr xillnot only bc csscntial 

to ids new teshnolop;r, it will bc central to it. The canputer will first be 
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used to define the problem. Ccnnputers ~z'se bclng more and more used by marketing 

and prcdLlct plannulg specialists to determule tnc speclflcatlons of the 

prcducts deslrzd by all types of cons'zmers, bozh private ai& industrial. 

Having helped delineate the 2rcblem by spzclrymg a prods&, the conlputcr wrll 

then be employed by the designer in his creative responss to the challenge of 

the prcblem. After sane gra&ical conversation with tnc computer, he then 

needs to analyse his design ;.ith respect to many crltc~erla: stress, dynamic 

response, flutter, prcductuz cost, works schcduii?g, etc. Sulce tne ccmputer 

doss the stress analysis, tho stress analyst mill now b* employed to develop 

methcds i-rkiich will keep PCC with <he dcsigncrs unaguatlon; his theories 

must handle anythiz?g the designer can imagine. Ftizliy, havug established a 

design that meets all tic critcru. 111 scme optimal may, tie conpdtcr canbe 

rcquestcd to prepare ta?es for automatic progrsmmcd tools, to lay out and plan 

asscrrbly lmcs and then to schadulz them, to pspsrc drawings and documentation, 

etc. 

The design process of the Eutur- c Trili go from deiund to its hopcf~&l~ 

economw satlsfnction through a sequGnnce of mterrelatcd ,wocesses call& 

problem definition, design response, cr&uw:cring and econcruc analysis, and 

fm.illy, ~rcductlon and transpartatlon. Feedback from one stage to the next 

is the rule azd is probsbljj significant over the entire Focess. The benefits 

of future autc?nated desqn systeiis :nll be tremzndws hilt, unfortunately, the 

requizements aill likevrlse be great. Firstly, yve -iril.l have to a0 an emrmcus 

amount of research in nonlInear mechaalcs and correspondmng runsrlcalmethods 

of analysis. In the'fueld of dynamics, corr.putzr netho& already fall far 

short of achievements in the sister field of stress szalysis. These much needed 

new methods may require computers IOGO tlnrcs faster than 04r WIVAC 1107. 

Such machines (e.g., the UJIVAC Nike-X) exist today but only for military 
applications; they are probably vary expensive and ccrtairLy not commercrally 

available now. Automated design ad associated uethds of analjrsls ~~11 bring 

computers even closer to tne real problems end, as real problems are very 

complex, ;:e will need very large, very fast com&ers at a ver;~ 107 picc. 

To see what the a;rcraft industry might expect from computer hardwsre 

developments in tie next decade, we must go to +A0 computer dcsrgner 27 . 

Integrated circuitry v&l bring revolutionary changes in size, cost, and 

rellabJ.lity of components but cucuit ssccd may not znprovc so very much, 

perhaps only 10 tlmcs faster than the 'ZKNAC 1108 ar IS?3 360/75. biemory 

technology X5.11 provide significant 3.mprwemcnts 2~1 speed, capaclQ, cost, 

reliabllitjr and size. We may cxYpct economical high syx?&l 0.5 micro-second 



memories of a quarter-allion words and auxiliary lmemo~-les of four mlllion 

words at one mxrosecond. As bnc>~ng stores, large arums may l.nCrJaSe to 
6 250 x d0 clraracters at an acotlss time of 80 milli-seconds. For conventional 

~PUt/OdFUt, we may lOOk for-xc& to &O&kc5 tapos (character rate), ZOGO lpm 

impact prmters, and 5023 lpm nun-impact prmtcrs. As human orientated 

inLp%/output dcv~ces, m may eqoct character recognition and printed page 

readers, vorce rccognltlon end voice output (by synthesis, not recorded), 

nonmcchanxnl keyboards, and graphical mput/output dcviccs ~21th colour 

capability. Smh extras ss assoclntive memwies may be practloal by then but 

the mal~l emphasis will be low ooat oonputmg po:-,er. One prognosticator 

predicts that within 10 yesrs me may have tne computing cflpabillty cf en 

IDi 7094 packaged in a shoe-box at a cost of a fe.r thousand dollars. 

But these ~reredicticns look mcrc like a factor of IO improvement than a 

factor of 1000; and already today there is a tremenddus speed dxfference 

between electronic and electro-nechanical ccmputer components. The solution 

to both of these &fficultles 1s uticated by military ccu~utcr developmehs; 

increasing multiplexity and more cosolplex computer orgarhnt~ori. Hopfully, 

this solu:ion &l.l be within reach of civllisn as iiell as mllltery budgets 

within IO years. 

Commuter-aided dssqn will probably bring the engineer associated with 

prcductxn end. the en,gineer worlclng as a desqjncr considerably more impcmtance 

within thclr crgan&.tions. Id fact, the Lnc comncsLncn6alizut~on of 

companies into mark~tm$e~:gu~eerin~pr~~ct=o~~ with asooointcd staff groups 

rcoejrch/accm~ting/~orsonnel, may change considerably. Tho computer has 

nllo~ed bcttcr control and thus more ccntralization in business npplicatlons. 

Just as companies have become more tightly integrated frcm a divisional stand- 

point, they may, due to computers, bocom, n more mtegrctcd. from a dcpartmcntal- 

withul-dlvisional standpornt. AS the computer bcccws the focal point of the 

company, then the engineer ;rlll incrcnse in importance as he 1s better able to 

ccmmmicate fflth the computer r-3 to use It more &Y'cctlvely. As the engineer 

and h13 tccbu-&ally trained assw,tants increase m'importanco to their - 
companies, th<y will also zncrease their status in socI.ety. 
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EtACTIC& DlWZBBaiTS IN THZ STRUCI'URAL AE!J?LICATIONS OF 'XXGUTERS 

by 

I.C. Taig 

(Preston Division, Rrltish Aircraft Corporation) 

Current and future developents in the application of medrum sized 

computers to structural design and'analysis sre discussed. Emphasis 1s given 

to developents necessary to unpra-e caputer utilisation in all stages of 

ali-craft aes3.p. It is shown that the current approach to crxnputer a@ication 

*:ril.l fail to make use of potential capacity unless far more attention is gxven 

to nut-tic formulation of problems and computer coomwnication. An 

integrated structural analysis technrque is described yvhich should overccme 

this problem and provide our industry with a balanced capability for efficient 

23tructural design. 

IYTRODUCTION 

During the past 15 years the oanputer has become established in the 

aircraft industry as the pmcipal tool for the solution of technical problems 

and hmdlmg routme commercial tasks. At the present mcmont, most of ihc 

aircraft industry establishments in this country arc:m the process of 

re-equip&g with medium-sized second-generatlon computers or have rcccntly 

mad.0 such a chnnge. It is znev~tablc, in this situation, that much of the 

current effort in computer applications is dircctcd towards the establishment 

of fundamental computer softwarc to perform familiar functions rather than to 

development of new techniques. Hmrovcr , it 1s an tied tlmc at which to surrey 

tic devclopxents which will follun once the basic faoilitics arc 1~1 olxratlon. 

This Rapcr describes both the imrxdiatc and n2s.r future develo;anents 

foreseen vithin a large d ewgn organlsetion -&ore cozmputw utiLsation is 

pursued solely as an aid to ccmpetitivc design. The first part, dealing v&th 

t!le prosent situation, emphasises the broadonln& scope of computer application 

XI the structural field. The second part is ooncerncd mainly with the 

dcvolopment of a higher level of autonatIon and integration of the numerous 

separate facilities into a canprehensive sohome for structural analysis ai33 

efficient design. 
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1 lX37lXOmE OF BASIC ~OCiDURES "03 STZXS ANALYSIS AN!J DESi.G?I -- 

The use of com@.ers m structural anaiysis is camonly associated wit" 

the determination of the response of strmtures to static and dynamic loadings. 

This is indeed the most important single application azid has receive3 the 

greatest attention in recent years. Today there are many other: M&~S in which 

the ccmpu$r can assist the structural a%lyst an3 designer: the obJect of 

current developments is to provide a balanced capability for ~iartilmg nest Of 

the repetitive tasks in a rrcdern stress offlce.. 2hesc. CM be gmuped under a 

number of broad headings \?hich me illustrated m Fig.1 in such a my as to 

irdi~ccate their in&erconjlected nature. At present the automation of the 

octivitj.es has not reached a uniformly advanced stage ar,ii they t&i to be 

approached.picoemal. Ideas which have existed fo? !:my years szx gradually 

being put.into practice and csch facet of the overall problem rerjuircs 

considerable detail devolopkcEt bcfor e lntegmtion mto a coordinated striss 

analysis s&cm. This section dcscrlbss som of thcsc cxmcnt actlvlties 

taking plaoc wthin B.A.C. 

I:1 Internal stress and deflection analysis 

The basic matrix techniques for analysis of stzxoturcs by WC force and 

3isplacmcntmthcds are new e;;trenely xell known. The most forceful - 

demonstratims of the scope am3 power or" these methc&-particularly when 

allied to advanced computing equipent, havs xndoubtcdljr been presented by - 

Argyris' snd his co-wakers. It is unnecessary, iin this surve$, to consider 

-the w theoretical and practical devclo&ments in this ficldwhmh are 

already viidely reported; It xl1 suf;ica to outline soxe of thz chsracterlst-Los 

of matrix malysis facilities at pensnt under dmelopnent 3.n zr&.stry.nnd 

theix relationship to tie analysis.of actual s3.rfrm stmotures. 

The:mst important feature of present and futuce nntzix anal@.s. 

prozed&es is generality. That is to say a fully t?ied 2nd tested sat of 

progrmes must be developed which can, v,lth little or nd modif'icatxm, be 

' used to mnlyse the full range of structures ilkeljr to be mcowtered. Fig.2 

gives some idea of the range of problems associated ii-i'& s. ts?ical aircraft 

structurai canponent.. A sihgle set of programmes is rec@,red to handle. the 

whole range of problems from the three dmensiomi local strsss concentration 

scale to the major internal load and deflection anaQsis of the-cmplete 

structure. As is well known, the matrix dx.$mcemnt amlys5s.tecbnique is 

partm~lsrljr suitable for provid5ng this flexibil:ty and k'cma-the basis of 

our current and Iluture analytical facilities. 3ig.J shoim som of tm lcey 
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features of a specification prepared two years ago for the cxlrrent series of 

B.A.C. pogramnes. In pzallel with the displacement analysis procedures, 

matrix force methods are al80 under aotlw aeve1opent for the analysis of‘ 
fuselage structures anci slencler fremes. A l~~ticular feature of thas work- 

has been tns developntint, mainly axe to X.1. Kerr, of an automatic gcnernl 

methal for the analysis of irrc@ar nmlticoll tubes without reoourse to 

rcguleu-isation and out-cut techniques. 

Ths basis of all current and future generallxr2posc annolysis facilities 

is a flexible and sophisticated matrix handlmg schme xhioh has Just reached 

tho operational stage on B.A.L's I&i 7OW. This set of progranmos makes it 

possible to slxcify standard ‘an3 non-standard matrix opsrctions on ntitriccs 

of unlimited size ‘an?. ccmplexity by simply writing dc:m a formalised set of 

algebraic equations. Singlo symbols can be used to Identify large matrices 

compounded of numerous sub-matrices in a variety of different forms as 

~ll~~tm’icd in Fig.46 All q~sfions of storage nllffiaticn, sequenotig of sub- 

matrix operations an3 so on are handled autcmatSxCLy, thus ‘making the 

organisation of highly ocolplex matrix operations en almost trivial matter. 

The oentrai parts of the matrix force end ais$acement enalysis methois, once 

the data are set up in matrix or array form, are very simply mitten and 1;ke- 

wise easily modified to suit any unfcrseen requiracents in a particular 

enalysls. 

To complete the facilities for formal matrix analysig special routines 

are required to derive'stiffness, fbxibility loading, constraint and assembly 

matrices from standard data deP.nlng an idealised structure and conversely to 

detcrswe stresses, strains, flcxibilities and boundary loads in the idealised 

structure. Autcmat~c prograzs~s of this wj +--pe have been available for rrany 

years and tine& cxtenslon to nw ccml,uters, or xo lnolude later devclowents 

in structural representation is almost a roalzno woccdur'.:. Further roatincs, 

as developed by Argyris' and others, can hc mtrcduced to pa-form non-linear 

analysis, including large dcflcctlon effects, and general instability 

calculations. A still more familiar cxtcnolon of the basic tcchniqua introduces 

inertia matrices and dynamic loading 50 that vibration and xspnse 

calculations may be hanilcri. Surprisingly enough there are not yet many 

integrated programme facilities availabio within the aircraft i.n%stry CaPable 

of carrying out all these related functions xithodt cumbcrsonc data . 

manipulation beixeen stages. Our current plans are to pro&zoo a cloocly 

ocupled set of programmes for linear, non-linear, static and dynw!lo analysis 

of iJealiaed structures. 
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Even with modest ccmputmng equi&ment such as B.A.S.'s IBU 7040 and 

EETii.KOF 9 these basic programmes shouid enable most problaw currently 

envisaged to be solved in a matter of hours, pruvXled that they relate to the 

analysis of fully defined, idealised structures. This brings unto shar;, fccus 

the next major problem which is receiving urgent attention >n our current 

development phase. 

1.2 Strwtural idealisation snd znalysls lnterpretatlon 

To make the analysis of large, complex structures practicsble,scmc degree 

of idealisation of the real structure is inevrtable. The analyst, starting 

with an external shape and given a free hand, csn generate idealised data to 

represent a reasonable structure and Its principal loadings with very great 

rapidity, and with a little ingenuity can use the computer to assist him. At 

a later stage, the zi.rcrs.ft stressmen is faced with a large nunlxr of drawings 

defining the structural details, a nmb,er of components too large to be fully 

representcd,end a complicated mixtxrc of nerc&nam~c and lncrtin data to 

asscmblc into design loading cases. Tne analysis of a fully-schcmcd struot~ure 

is, in this case, preceded by the t&no-consuming chores of z.dealisation', end 

loading case preparation. The results of the computer analysis finally need 

re-intcrprctation in terms of the real structure. These procedures require 

~amstakiag attention to detail and oven wxth careful checlting ten beccme a 

source 01' significant errors. There are two basiz ~l~thods of autosmting this 

type of work ,,hich axe under development at present. A piecemeal approach can 

be used m whxh the rules for zdenlisation of particular types oi* structure 

are progcanmed,and the labour of conductzng repeated calculations such as, 

stringer moments of inertia ard centrsidal depth corrcctrons,cnn be trensfcrred 

to the computer. This approach requrces a large amo-unt of Input itata to be 

prepsred for the canputer but szm$ifies the derivat;on of ths data. A more 

promising method for the future is suggested x.n kef.3. This rcqulrcs that the 

real structure should be described in compact numcrlcal terra by dcfinltion of 

surfaces, sections and intersections, etc., that the struotural annlysx grb3 

should also be defined in relation to the basic strxttiral surfnccs and that 

the behaviour of the real structure T&thm the regxns bounded by the grid 

lines should be detenned by a substructure arm1ys1.s raprcsenting ~11 
. . . srgnlflcant features of the real structure. The n&nod 1s only prsactxcble when 

it is incwporated in a sophistxntcd scheme vzhlch intogrztcs gcanctrical 

manipulation with structural analysts as described li? tb- second pert of this 

paper. One of the great benefits of this approach is the procx~on ;-ihrch csn 



'The second KEXJCLY task of the pract1ca1 stress a..lc&st is the detcrrrma- . . 

tion 0E the load-carrying cnp&.lriity of s~mctt,w~ =1 mmhws of gien dcsqn. 

Thx has fc= many years been the province of the struoturcs data shcpts, of 

which tie best knwm, and almost ccrtalnly the bcs'; oxmplc 1s the scr~?s 

pAllshed by 'rho Royal Acrcnauticnl Sociuty'. Ir? many c!xcs, partsc&Lrly 

those of a non-repetitiw but stal&rd nature, a gocd data sheet provldcs the 

most x.pld mcthcd for an cxperionced engmeer to assess col~~ponent strength. 

But ln the design of many co~umon aircraft ctructul-al oor~poni!nts such as 

rcinforccd s%m panels, wug spars 62,d ribs, :'usol,ag:: :'r:ws and lolxcrons 

acd structural joints, the rcpztitiw eppl~c~txn of data sheets CAL involve 

lo.rgc amcunts of roLtixcanciZJ.iary cllcul~;lons of sLc';un constan:s, local 

stiffnesscs, structural and load- parmcters CU-CL so on. sovera C!.l.tcrnntlve 

modes of failure ma my 1oGi~ C;ECB my wed mvcstigatlon. It ls 

generally rcoognised that this typ2 of xrk forms tnc largest part of tki load 

in a proowt-day stress office.. Picccmeal nppluxt;on of computers tc these 

detail. stressing tasks has osen taki~~ plaoe ever sx~ce dqital rxzhl'nes 

xirst beoa:x avaiiable but i% is only uw~crnt;vely recently thar; the.ir 

autcmatiou !ISS Leen x&led on a lari;e scslc. 

i'llthln B k C . . - theire 13 -,onsiclec eCc2.e cwrent ef:ort being devote; to 

tile detwmmatlon of strength and stabzlity of ~wnfcrced skin panels under 

~2mbmefi direct, shear and bendrng stresses by xat~xacic, &eneral ~ur+pose 

cam-puter programmes. Similar developments are xing ma6e with regard to 

corrugated sheet and ssndxch panel ntraotures ard rap..? e::tcnsum to many 

other &tall strcsslllg problems 1s idwmiied. The prc~~m.rr,.es are bexnng 

developed to perform o;jtxum design o: c?mponznts of Frescrtied forn m the 

presence 0," many tjycs of practical rcstrlctiono. Some iiprcssivc rcs~lts 

have besn obtained ever, 731th the most elomcntar~- progro~~.ncs and Fig.5 

illustrates thrrxgh an actual example the Ckamatic effect su2h ,pogral;m23 Can 

have in the denlgn timesoalc for typical skLuctures. 

At present this type of d~volo;;l,ont is c4tr29 around the direct 

autmalion o? thha classical app~'~nches 20 sl,r~.ngL& a& stabilxty dctcriuuazion 

as ~xe&lfied by t!lg familiar data &cots. As In the cas;: Of structure1 

j.dcalisailon a longer-term approach uslag tile basti str~as anol~fsi3 prcCCdUrC3 
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looks promising. Overall stability calculations as an extension of matrix 

analysis are already fsmiliar snd there is no funds&ntal barrier to a?,plymg 

these tecimiques at local buckling scale. Tnis has dlreadybeen demonstrated 

for individuai problems, but as a general technique for ap,?licntion throughout 

a complicated alrframe,practical implement ntmn must await the d&vclopment of 

the integrated stressing procedures discussed later. 

I.4 Structural optimisation 

A number of active developments are now taking place m *he field of 

optxmum design. These are generally extensions of basic techniques for 

internal stress analysis and strength and stability calculation. In B.A.C. 

most effort in this field is being devoted to the extension of the detail 

design analysis routines to carry out optimum design of practical structures. 

For example, the procedures for determining the load-carrying capz%oity of 

skin-stringer panels are being extended so as to perform the selection of 

optimum, varying, dimensions of a complete skin sub-assembly subject to a 

prescribed form of load distribution and to practical restrictions imposed by 

continuity and ease of manufacture. If the stringers are required to be 

parallel and the whole structure is restricted in depth, a range of possible 

stringer pitches can be selected and a programme is written to determine values 

of the unspecified local section dimensions (within the depth and thickness 

restrictions) such that strength snd stability are just satisfied at all 

points in the panel and the weight is least. The rrverallmmxmum is then 

determined by oearoh and interpolation amongst the minimum weights for each 

of the initially selected design parameters. For this simple problem no 

sophisticated technique is required for searching for the design of least 

weight. Likewise, if the optlmum material distribution problem is treated by 

iterative re-analysis of the structure (using mcdified component sizes such 

that stresses are kept within prescribed limits and weight is reduced to a 

practical minimum) some very simple iterative techniques &an be effective as 

demonstrated, for example, by Argyris'. Sotn these lmocedures are illustrated 

in Fig.& Far more development is req&red to deal with the complete prcblem 

in which design parameter vari ation influences botn the internal lmd 

distribution and the strength and stability of components. Some interesting 

ideas are emaging, for example from Sohmit 5 and his associates but so far the 

demonstrated techniques of search for the minimum weight design are too 

demanding in terms of ccxnputer time to be economical. It seems wry prcbable 

that a breakthrough will soon be made in this field, which will open tip a vast 
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potentxl optuum design ca&ilitjr in those acgani5ations equipnedwith the 

basic autcxnated analysis facillGcle3. 3ut even withcut t:lis caprehensive 

ca@ll.'ty the simpler techniques already beti introduced will go a long WJ 

tumrds linp-cvmg structural efficiency and the rapidity 0;: init+ design. 

Furthermore these techniques are Ic?o-g?n to be v&i1 Tathin the capbilities of 

on current ranggc of ccmputers. 

-1.5 Geomutrical msnipulation 

A large variety of dewzlo_ronents cap. be grouped under tnis herdinn;, 

rangmg fran simple functions such as the d otermlnatlon of scctior. cczstantc 

to highly ccmplex problems of layout optimisation. Tne sinple, refietitive 

pr&lens have boen programmed for many years on an in3ividual'basis, and the 

facilities available III any organisation tend to dcperd on v&i.& routine tasks 

are found to present ths largest burdell. It is only pro~oscd to discuss here 

sax of the more far-resohmg devalomnts at 2rssent ;n hand. 

There are already in existence, numerous schemes and progre~~xe5 for the 

definltlon r,f surface geometry u. numcrzx2. terms and for pxforning the 

standard operations of fairing, interpolatbg, sectioning, etc. which arc 

traditionally associated witA fill-scale layout draught&+ Viithin B.A.C. WC 

are currently working ts establish such facilities on OUT Tesert comsu~ers and 

also to investigate extended facilities to gxvo wider assistance to,dcsign. 

The principles have been established for numerically'dsflning tho boundary 

surfancs and sections of the major str~cturalme~nx?rs and nest of the 

geawtrically simple items of equipment and systems. One of our fir& 

applications wi~lbe the autcmatlon CX strtict~xal idealuation a5 alre~&~ 

discussed. 

Whilst existing geanetriczil manipulatxn suhemes can be defined as 

"numerical loftmg",the facilities snn-cici?&ted by deflnlng solid obJects as 

melt a5 surfaces can be used to create a "numerical mock-up' of the airframe 

and its instailatlons. The design pro'3lems of space utdisation which may 

noxadays be conveniently solved tmy use of a physical mock-up cculd in future 

be handled by interrogation of the numerical iicdel or tiie.alrframe. It 1s 

easy to visualise very many direct uses for such a mcdel, for eqi@e, the 

determination of volumes, location and shapes cf available spaces -rdtkin the 

airframe, determination of volume (arid hence weightj of the solid embers such 

as structure, and the assessment of' cleara?c&, fo.Ls and effects of 

tolerances. Tne next 5tqe UI escalation of facilities VCUU involve the 

investigation of alternative layouts by systexratlc re-dcplvyment of UiJOr itaT 
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and their interconnecting systems wzthm the available spaces. A vast and 

complex o&imisation process is then set in motion which can culm3nate in the 

optimisation of the whole aircraft 'layout. 

It is easy to talk of suoh possibilities and funtientally there is no 

single cbstaole to their realisation. But returning to reality It must be 

recognised. that the nuwricaldefinitlon of the contents of a space the size 

of an airfrsme dwm to the detail necessary to be of any use in design IS an 

undertaking of staggering proportions. A radical sppraisal of 'Se simplest and 

most condensed definition of surfaces and solids is required in order that the 

basic data can be fed to a computer in the first place. The information must 

alsobe stored in a highly condensed form and ex.ansion into a detailed local 

definition of canponent boundaries may only be possible ".hore it is specifically 

required. It could well be that advanced facilities of tills sort will only bo 

practicable with computers having storage capa oi+ics and access times orders 

of magnitude in advance of current equipment, azd Trith wry highly developed 

peripheral equi&mcnt far c anmunioating with the coinputcr. 

1.6 %'ei&t and cost estimation 

Peight accounting pogranmes are another fanllisr facility available in 

most aircraft design establishments today. In their simplest for;o. they accept 

detailed weights, moments of inertia anA coordinates of individual items and 

produce u@atcd information on total weight, C.G. position and inertia 

distribution. An overduo dcvelopmont in computer applloation in Tunis country 

will be in the field of &eight pre&ction. Starting &th omplrical and 

statisticalmethcds a great deal could be done to impcow on current mthcds, 

which tend tobe very unreliable through practical failure to Identify the 

carrect design lzersmeters and their relative significsncc. 

A more satisfactory method of wight prodiction ~111 be obtained by an 

obvious extension of automated design tecnniques. If basic areas and thiok- 

nesses of structural merabers can be rapidly dctermincd it 1s a straight-forward 

matter to calcd.ate basic structure weight. By intro&zing einpincal factors 

to allow for joints, tolerances, access penalties, etc. practical structure 

weights can be estimated.. 

A far stirs difficult poblem, but one which requires serious attention 

1s that of cost estimation in terins of the design parameters. In the 

increasingly competitive industry today it is as important to optimise dosigns 

fcr cost as it is for weight. At present cost data are not sufficiently 
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detailed to permit my accurate correlation with the familiar aes2.y parameters. 

There are mauy fundamentald~ff~cult~es in obtaining adequate cost ulforxation 

chiefly due to pronmmccd interaction betmen the effects of different 

parsmeters and changes in fabrication or assembly methods vhich may be intr+ 

duced through parameter variation. There should be no difficulty in 

harnessing our computers to assist accurate cost optinisation once the basic 

engineering problem of cost asscssmnt Las been poperly rationalised. 

The cxtcnsion of oomputer applications right aoross the field of 

structural analysis and design is nm generally aocepted as an inevitnblc, and 

for the wst part, weicomc trmd. But even nlth the dcvulopment of programmes 

specifically designed to reduce labour, the present s?stm of devclopwnt of 

separate routines to tackle difformt feoets of the ovmall dcsigu probles 1.6 

bound to lead to a blookago in the cx3m1t to whish cmrcnt cmputing 

facilities can be utilised. This ar1sos from the limted capacity of the 

d%ign~rs and cnglnecrs to carry out the formulation ar.d mtsr;rretatlon of the 

seoaratc analyses. riith first generation canputcrs'it was possibl.: to use 

partially autmatcd routines and balance formlation tme against cmputin& 

t&m?, albeit with sowre limitntxms on tlx total lcwl of ccmputcr 

ctilisntion. 

Cwrcnt comDuters being mtro.?xed in our industry hew 50-100 tmes the 

potent-M. no3.k capacity of the curlier mc.hines but the level of autanation 

now being yrogmmed is unlike‘ly to do more than trwle the oapacity for 

formulation and interprstetion with a fixed number of staff. Since ws eze 

attemptmgto out design tinescales by a half with the use of less than half 

the manpover per aircraft to which we :have recently been accustomed vie are in 

danger uf being able tomake less USC of computers than heretofore ?::cel)t for 

logging up large nmbex of computoY hours performing, for cmm~le, non-linear 

cimlys~s and partial optimiaatmn analysis cycles whose return in terms o? 

design coonozr~ics is arguabie. 

Our real need is to utilise the capacity xi&h ;sil.l shortly be available 

to provide all the necessary data on which to base esrly design dxisiom ard 

to carry out all stresnlng calculations, large nrd small scale to a ccmnon 

&&n&d and with a ~~num.nn ol' t'&xign by eye". To do this we imst 0vercor.e 

the ccmputer ocmnunication problm by intrcducmg autcxmtion at smh a level 

that the dcsign engineer can use the computer a s easily and quickly as hc cab 

specify, in famlmr enginewing terns, the details of tile problem ho wishes 
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to pose. We believe that this ideal can be realised by the development of a 

fully integrated set of routines for geometricai, structural an3 optx~xs 

design analysis linked by a high level problem language rese?blmg technical 

English and normal mathematical symbolism. l~k~cl~ of the ground work for the 

establishment of such a control language and its implementation in 3DRTRAN IV 

has been carried out atB.A.G. by W.A. Coles (no)7 of SaL+ord R.C.A.T.) and 

P.H. Roberts. 

Integration of subroutines implies that all procedures for analysis of 

structural behaviour, strength determination, cost/-weight opt>nisation, etc. 

can be called upon in any rational sequence, so that an infinitely vdrlable 

set of problems can be specified merely by writing them own in the formal 

language. Integration also implies tnat data arc completely compatible 111 

physical content and format for all suorox.incs,or aiternatively can be 

transfonncd by additional subrou tines without manual intervention. The aim 

must alvrays be to elisnnate all manus. 1 operations xhich arc not absolutely 
I 

necessary to the description of the prcblom. ,Furthermorc, sufficient data 

should always be retained on tape so &hat a previous problem sequence can be 

restarted in order to cCpltinue the design process or introdxe modifications. 

The lntroduotion of a new system on tne scale envisagxi presents very 

;ericus problems in an aircraft design firm where first primity must always 

be given to design work on specific projects rather than long-term develop- 

ment. It is not conceivable that the task should be ta&led as a single 

entity: it must develop gradually. Xe arc learning the hard any some of the 

problems encountered in writing optin-en&d progremming systems - trying to 

antloipatc the requirements of facilities on which development has not begun. 

6e outline belu~v the main steps in our proposed progression ;owards the 

ultimate objectives of integrated stress analysis anl finally indicetc the 

expected utilisation of the develop& system. 

2.1 Development of the integrated system 

The developments described in Section 1 are already ,rell under vmy in 

at least a simple form and it IS cxpccted that individual facilities for 

analysis, partial idealisation, dctaildesign an3 simple optimisation ~~11 be 

available in B.A.C. within 6 months. When this stage is reached the essential 

facilities needed for adequate d+sign and approval of our current ailcraft will 

bc available an3 we shall be able to turn our attention to the fully integrated 

analysis system which is our real objective. 
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The fsrst step rrillbe the gradual development of an imprwed facility 

for matrix stress analysis incorporatmg, in prticalar, facilities for data 

codernation, autcmatic substructure analysis and interaction, seler:hm of 

locally detailed solutions and Inspection end inter?rctation of the o&p&. 
3 The scheme cas described more fully in our recent *per and &ffers 

fundementall.y frcxa existing schemes in its infinItely recursive nature. That 

is to say the programming, data formats and internal storage arrangements are 
designed frcm the outset to include the "nesting" of substrur,ture Nithin 

structures do;vn to any level. The control language for aetafled SIccifioation 

of problems using "2ms scheme is envisaged as a ':sub-set" of t&c ultLate 
goncral structural analysis language. The basic scherce ~il.1 be expndcd to 
provide facilities far non-linear analysis, single optillisation by cycles of 
modification and re-analysis, gencrrl instability investigation and natural 
vibration and rcsponsc cI&crmination all un&r the ccntrol of the cordon 

problem~pccifioation language. 

The next stage of developitient vii11 involve linking in a sot of progrannes 

fUc Surface and sim&e solid geometry meni-mlation as doscriocd in Section 1.6. 

These mill be used primarily for idealisation and for interpretation of 

solutions at this stag-. It is vieualiszd that the significant features of 

the real structure nill constitute the structural input data rather than a 

f'?rmalised definition of an idealised struoture. As soon as it is possible 

to describe the nal strJcture fee matrix analysis purpostis it is also possible 

to carry out strength and stabili@ analysts using exactly the same def'inition. 

If. idcnlisation by substructure anal:jsis is cm$oyod, L&n stability analysis 

can be carried out in the same v;ay, assuming that the prcblems of general 

instability of interconnected substructures (v;here local and overall modes may 

interact) can be satisfactorily solved. In this case the only extension Of 

basic facilities required is the provision of a link which usas tie internal 

loading distributions determined by matrix analysis as the basis for 

determining instability load factors. It is vtorth observing tnat ~dtilst full- 

scale numerical geometry facilities as described in Section 1.5 may be beyond 
the capacity of current computers, tile limited facilities required for 

description of basic structure are 7tithi.n this capacity. All the analytical 

steps mentioned above have already been demonstrated so the integrated 

idealisation - analysis - stability assessment procedure can be stated 

categorically to be feasible and achievable vrlthin a quite modest timosOah 
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To ixxrporatc design mcdif'ication alid optlmlsatlon &to the system cn a 

oomprehenslve scale it is necessary to develop the strength an3 stability 

analysx facilities to the point at which a complete fmctimal relationship 

is established between component load capacity (an3 sr.xffness incLx3ing non- 

linearltxs), and the variable design parameters (can>oxent sizes, material 

sropertles, etc.). It is also necessary to incorporate into the system 

automated prredures for assessment of structuralmerlt (i.e. we&&t, cost or 

balanced weight:oost effectiveness) as mentioned in Ekctlon 1.6. Once again 

the procedures must be fully ccmpatible both in data format and nl control by 

extension of the basso problem language. 

At this stage a full o?ttiaticn of structural design is powCole by 

wnual intervention u1 the redesign cycle. This need not be very tine 

consuming provided that convergence to an affxient design is rapid. The 

inoorporatlon of a sk&e "design mo3ifier" procedure wCl1 bc straigMZorw.rd 

prwided that a simple crlterlon of efficxncy (~9. the sc-called unticrmly 

stressed structure) is used. The economics of developing more sophisticated 

aktanated optrmisatlon must, hcwrever, be qucstioncd with the present cc~>putlrg 

equipment. There 1s a need for a great deal more research ir,to the general 

problu of search for the optumun design when the number of design varubles 

may be ntiered in thousands ard th e constraints varied and mterrekted as 

they are xn the case of complex structures. dntil a methcd is developed whxh 

can ensure rapid convergence to the optimum and a reduction to tne absolute , 
minimum of the cyclic resnaljjsis of the structure, there 3s little point m 

adding this type of faclllty to the mtegrated schezle. 

The ultimate goal in mtegratcd structural de:sl& v~llbe to Incorporate 

the optknisation of airfraw layout as ocntioncd m Scctlon 1.6 into the 

overall scheme so that structures can be optunised IS part of a compietc 

airframe. This is not considered feastile on a Gractical scalz wlkh current 

computers, and work Ln this field could cnly be considcrcd as piio: dcvelop- 

ment for an eventualh1gher standard of equiprunt. 

2.2 Some farocast capabilities of the lztegratcd system 

The structural applications of a present day.mcdxm sized ccmptiter ~111 

be discussed 111 relation to an arbitrary j-year aircraft design peria3 Much 

we shall divide into three 12 month stages as foX.ows:- 

Design study 

Initial design 

Design confuxnation. 
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The automated fnoilities which vs hew? been describing could be used in 

all thi?e* stages - the pr&ztical extent cf this utilisstiorl being outlir.ed ~2 ' 

these conoluding parragrapils. 

2.2.1 Design sttiy nhhnoc 

Compyatlve studies can be made of ~nr~o.0~~ structural layouts to 

determine the influence of mayor design variations wpon the static stress 

distribution, asroelastio nrkd res~l?;ing structure xei&t. It 1s considered 

that up 'co 6 complete aircraft struotures couldbe r.rvestig?tod at about the 

level of detail indicated in Zig.7. ihny more lcw.1 Lxzstig6tions could be 

DE& to study the effects of'ralotively rnnor changes such as numbers snd typs 

of major a%tttnohments,rib and spar layout, etc. In psrticalw, the rclidrty of 

assessment of's complcte~dtisign dovn to dcterxning w&&t and sttifneees will 

enable a proper evcluction of the design implications of aoroeL.sticrty on _ 

loading and integrity.to'be muorFwated at &is stage. 

At the detail design level it will be possible to make cxtensi-re znd 

detaiLed weight oompmism between different materials nlrr? constration 

methcds, and also cost ccnnpsriscn s ~&on techniques are suffaoiontly advanced. 

This sort of activity is not likely tobe iimited by time r.nd manpc~x?r.so ihxh 

as by availability of detail dcs&n rrxMncs. 

2.2.2 Initial design phase 

At this stage of design the integrated faoilitres vi.11 be used to 

pioviJo tk internal load dis trlbutz@n snaiysis, parfcrm the bulk of routine 

detzil design specification and ~rxiuco regularly u@.atcd weight dntc. The 

analyses villbe continually modified as design progrosses and the d&oil 

design stage; vi11 inolude sworn1 cyci2s of re-analysrs to nohlevo a high 

level of struoturnl effioiency. It nhouid bc fcosiulc to conduct tiio mr?jor 

annalysls formulatrons for cwh main structure ccm?onent (i.c. ~6th different 

basic structu~l tiaalsation if nec~xsxy) and within tech of tncso, many 

cyolcs of malysis ala% static ctrxti~r& design should he sossibio. 

By use of substructure methcda. or by separate formulation, static - 

snalysis and dynamic, non-linuzr analysis could be conducted at different 

scales, the lottcr with roughly the saw dcgrGes of rofinaaont as the project 

phnse~onnljrsis, the former at n scale sufficiently small to roprcsent.@mery 

stress distributions with good aoowacy and including fill ;,;inoi?al struChEll 

mombors in their correct posltlon. It is not oo+idcrod practical, wrth 01;~ 
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current equipment, to perform the vast number of analysis cycles reqwred for 

dynamic response, creep snd overall automatic optimisation at this detail 

scale. 

At the detail design level It should be possible to select sku1 and 

stiffener dimensions, SW, rib, frame and longeron sizes snd to choose between 

several alternative forms of oonstrtlction. All mqcr contmuous joints Could 

be sized and loos.1 skin reinforcements defined for standard forms of joint and 

cut-out. Pressure bulkhead, floors, doors and hatches canbe analysed and 

designed comparing various struoturai layouts. 

Weight, and later, cost estimates xillbe contanually revasod, being 

based nt first cm the results of optimum design analysx. As design cf cictslls 

progresses the actual component weigh t estxnates will be used to replace the 

values obtained by factoring fran basic dimensions. 

Aeroelastic data could be derived at various stages of the'design and 

LUXilpis: probably two main derivations wall suffioc one early on and a 

second as the design becomes finalised. These w4.d be used to nodrr'y design 

loads and investigate aeroelastac stablllty at each stage. 

2.2.3 Design co&arm&ion phase 

The programmes envisaged will provide a capsbllity to replace prastically 

all of Ihe conventional check-stress by computer analysis carried through to 

systematic type record pre,saration. 

The complete airframe struoture could be defined by the numerical 

geawtry facilities and the major airf?ame components, together x;ith all the 

control surfaces, doors, hatches, etc. could be convenrently defined as 

interacting substructures. Structural idealisation to a chosen grid and 

component strength/stability deternnnation would be carried out by autom+tio 

subdivision and local matrix analjrsis, taking full advantage of repeated 
structural patterns. Loading, including local mnertlas and aoroelastxs based 

on the data from the final stage of design, could aiso be applied at sub- 

structure scale. Panel load capaolties would farst be determmed at "grid 

scale" and compared with calculated loadmgs. Furthor ulvestlgation down to 

substructure level would be carried out in regions where strength margins were 

lowest, and crltioal rav.?rve factors would be quoted m rela'clon Co actual 

structuralmombers. 

Test data could be introduced to amplify or replace calculated strcngt!;s 

as soon as they becam avazleble. 
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The f'acllities at Fresent 2nLier &;rclo~mer.t for ut;l-isag IAe zedwu- 

sued computers in the 3rltlsh ~xrzrA% mnc!ur,Lry are not ezpeckd to ~cnwe 

any radk%l ;idcexe UI structural design applications cn~wed with the best 

fac:ilAles VJMS~ have been avaiLbile on first &enccr&tiw cquipuznt. Thek 

use will be sevcre1y restricted bjr tnz amount &'.n~r~~i cf.?ort reqtiired for 

problem fcrmllrtlon zxZi inteqretxtion. ' 

The next stage of dcvelqwnt vi11 uivolve a si~z..ficsnt incrcace in 

the dzgrce of automatloll txuxwgh the use uf sn zntcgr;tcd stress amipls 

scheme incorporatq .gec+ric, ?'c-uctura: u+xs, dcsqn and optu&Wtlon 

fncllitles. it is predicted that this type of scheia will pr~r'i2e 3 VCI’:J 

satisfactory capablllty for thz analysis aixl tieslgn of malc~n aircraft 

struc+xrcs frw lnltu~.l SAL& tlrough to cheek strs>ssing. 
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Dr. H. Kamel ~Technische Hochschule, Stuttgart) commented that Xc. Taig'z 

paper presented an excellent survey of tic problems and. possibliities that the 

arrcraft engineer encounters to-day. He then pointed out that a great deal of 

energy is wasted in relating publication3 on matrur methods of structural 

analysis fran diffcrent institutions which use conflxtlng system3 of notation. 

Whereas this situation is unfortunate in the basic structural theory, a 

similar situation In the corresponding high level soft;rare ~&ii be catastrophic. 

lJeny separate groups have been developing their own software packages and, no 

doubt, they have eaoh had particular suooess in scow as_oect of the problem. 

1% wc~lil be greatly to the advantage of all concerned if exchanges of 

information could be arrangod between these different groups, and the ultimate 

user, the engineer, would be forever t!~ankfXl. Interest in such co-operation 

is already apparent in the U.S.A. Cotild Xc. Taig tell us to vrhat extent he 

thinks an oxchange of exparienoc could take place between groups in different 

parts of the world who have the oamo aims? 

Mr. Taig's par;er i&&ate3 that the heart of an integrated system en& 

be a language designed to help the cngincer describe his problem for computer 

solution. Dr. Kamel's Group in Professor Argyris' Instztatc at Stuttgart is 

developing a language of' this kind known a3 ASKA, and the farst programner's 

manual was issued last October. This language is also baocd on the divzsion 

of a canplcx structure into a number of substructures. It differs, hwevcr, 

in two mportnnt respects frca the system advocated by AIr. Tnig. Firstly, 

lb-. TalcJ s system connects substructures at different levels, whereas ASKA , 

divades the structure into an arbitrary number of substruckres, all. at the 

same level, which are then connected through s,xnple instructions. The second 

differenoe is that the subdivision employedby Mr. Tmg stems to dlotate a 

3eparate computation of each substructure, and a subszqucnt assembly cOmIxtetXm 

'using one of the stal-dara techllques of th-2 matrix thecry. In ASKA, the 

purpose of the subdivision is merely to simplify tne dcscriptutlcn of the 

structure end the input of data. \Vhile Dr. Kane1 was very pleased mlth ASKA 

as a descriptive language, he was well axare of tine amount of developznc that 

must stil! talcc place before a really integrated system evolves vrhlch al90 

mowporates facilities for the acrodynsmici3t, ncroclnstloicn, draughtema 

and production cngmcer. 
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Dr. Kamel emphaslzed that the ASKA system is not merely a ColleCtiOn of 

subroutmes; it has an mterpreter vrhloh accepts statements written in a new 

ertlficial language easily understandable by an engineer with a logical mid. 

Structural engineers vilth very little knwledge of ccmputers have been tralned 

without difficulty to solve practical problems on the computer using this 

syste,m. He illustrated the descriptive power of the ASKA language vrrth a 

number of examples. Fxg.1 shows a typical aircraft structure drvided into _ 
several components, each havrng its own topological pattern. Statements which 

can describe, witii a rnmzmum of mformation, mtterns sucn as are shcwm 111 

Fig.2 are a basic feature of the language, and irregJlsr patterns can be 

described with en appropriate increase in the number of statements. The basic 

descriptive statements of the language are illustrated in F'lg.3, .i:here one, 

two and three-dimensional eleme,lt arrangements are described topologically. 

A specif'~c example descrtimg a three-dxnenslonal pattern cf flenges nrthln 

an magmnary space frame is shmn in Fig.& Exe~nples of standard elements 

ancluded an the ASKA structural system library are represented III Fig.5 by 

two triangles, a parallelogram plate in bending and a refmcd tetrahedron 

element for three-dimensional analysis. All the standard elements included XI 

the library, and the basso structural theory, derive exclusively fran 

publications of Professor Argyris, but the systim 1s so general that any other 

elelm2nt stiffness could easily be mcluded. 

Flg.6 shows typical functions of the ASKA repertoire. ASA has a large 

library in %&Ich the usual ccmputang procedures enccernterzd I.ZI the Lear and 

non-linear analysis of structures are Included. As examples, all tnc standard 

expressions dl‘e shown for the computation of element stlffnesses, the 

formation of the assembled stiffness matrix of the complete structure fran 

those of the individual elements, and the inversxm subrcJtme for this 

assembled stiffness or, more useful from the practical poant of VLX, th$ 

direct solution of the set of equations to obtam the displacements. A number 

of features currently being rntrcduccd include facllU&es for dynamxal analysas 

such as, for example, the kinematically consastent lumped mass matrrx. All tne 

metrices are handled as supermatriccs; only mn-zero submatrlces arc stored 

or enter into the computations. Economic ccmputatlon trees are &tamed by 

usmg a system of this kind andby making USC of spcclal propertxs s,ach as 

the symmetry of the assembled stlffncss matrix. 

A typxal structural problem of wry simple topological nature 1s the' 

diffusion of load Into a rectangular panel remnfcrced by trio f'langcs, as shown 

inFig.7. This figure also includes the programme nccesssry to descrtie the 
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str#uoture. A slightly more sophisticated problem, sho;l?l in Fig.8, 1s that of 

a recbngular plate with a hole an the middle. Using this particular 

arrangement of elements, the Pattern is really split into tso regions. There 

is no advantage to be gained, however, frcm introduomg substructures in this 

example. Fig.9 shows a problem fairly representative of what can be 

achieved to-day with little difficulty. In order to analyse such a dauble-cell 

fusebge with many cut-outs, bull&es&, and double rings, the struoture is 

divided into a number of substructures (Fig.lO), the first of which 1s the 

Outer COVer with the attached rrng elements. 'The second substructure is the 

floor, including the floor beams. For each of the four bulkheads we define 

a now substructure. The concise programnie necessary to desorabe this complex 

problem is silom m Frg.11. Some typical ocanputational times involved in 

examples oharacteristac of those enccuntered in aircreft structures might be 

of mtercst. Fig.lZ shows the time necessary to generate all tile control 

lists required for tho prcblems as a function of the number of unknowns. Thus 

subroutine is still called the 'a' subroutine (frcm the kinematic Boolean 

matrix a), although it has departed oonstierably from bculg a subroutine for 

computing this matrix alone to beomng the most amportant supervisory sub- 

routlne of the system. Fig.13 shows typical times for assor&ling the stiffness 

matrices of complete structures, and Fig.14 gives typicd solution times for the 

calcillation of nodal deflectwns for one loading Case. 

Finally, Dr. Ksmel mentioned the impact of basic softwre, such as 
matrix sohomos, on spocialized applications such as ASKA. There is no doubt 

that the internal form of applications software ~11 be greatly simplified 

through the introduction of more sophisticated compilers arii interprotcrs. 

lb. Taig mentioned an advanced matrix scheme far the I!3M 7040. A similar 

scheme, which is being developed at the Stuttgart Institute for the UNIVAC 1107 

will have a groat impact on the ASKA system; this scheme is already portly in 

operation. 

I&. Teig replied that he was convinced that the time was ripe for more 

co-operation between the various organisations working on the develo~ont of 

structural analysis technlquos and related problems. His own experience had 

demonstrated to hrm, ho?,over, that co-operation is difficult in this f1el.d if 

thorc is no controlling authority to direct the work. In this kind of work 

one is dealing wrth highly intelligent people with a great deal of Pride in 

their Ideas, an.3 it is often very difficult to agree on a ocnmon way to proceed 

tcwards a ocmmon goal. idoreovor it is often difficult to find a c~mn~n goal 



eve.3 within one organisation. For example, one division 0fB.A.C. may oon- 

centrate at a given time on civil aircraft and operating economics, another bn 

aeroelastlc problems, and a third on superscmic aircraft problems such as 

thermal stressing; the short term priorities are thus different in each 

division. 

Another problem as that a go03 automation system has a tremendous long 

term commercial potential. Consequently we suspect that the tiormation we 

obtain fran America is of the order of five years out of date; anything that 

is of real value this year they arc prcbably hanging on to like grim death. 

They do not make available the FQ2TIwN IV programmes TThich can be used to 

design a cC.9, say, automatically, because they may have spent several million 

dollars on the devclopmcnt of the programmes and they want a still larger 

commercial return from them. Similarly when we put effort. into our own 

developments we cannot lightly make them available to our canpetitors unless 

there is joint financing and joint marketing. We are, perhaps, getting to the 

stage now in the British industry where we could work to a National plan on a 

National scale, but questions of canmercial protection are still. likely to 

introduce difficulties. Programme language standardisation is probably one of 

the casicr areas in which to make progress. 

Mr. Nicholson saad that everyone would appreciate IQ?. Taig's comments on 

sof'hvare, deficiencies in which are holding up progress in this country. This 

is big business rather than pure science, but it is worth remembering that 

aeronautics has developed at the speed that at has because people have been 

prepared not to press too hard the ocmmerolnl value of keeping things to 

themselves. Aeronautics has been alnost unique in the extent to which 

commercial.ly valuable information has been released quiofly. 
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THE DIGITALOOlO=VPE2 IN TX&' DRA-KJliGOFF?CE AND 

PRODUCTION ENGINKERING 

G.E.G. Bishop 

(Hawker Siddeley Avlatlon, Eatfield) 

INTRODUCTION 

The ObJect of this paper is to provoke discu+on on the use of canputers 

for handling geanetric work m aircraft desiw and manufacture. The geometry 

is the "real" aircraft geometry and not some idealised matzhematicalmodel of 

it (as used for lnstalzce 111 structural analysis work). 

Bhatgeometrio work is done now'? 

Can the methods improve? 

How can ocmputers help more? 

The two fields of application which will be briefly discussed are:- 

(a) Gecmetry as it arues in plsnnjng the numerical control of 

maohxe tools, 

(b) Geometry in detail desm work. 

NUKERICALCOiiTROL OF?&ACHIiYX TOOLS 

The technique of controlling machine tools by numerical infarmatlon on 

magnetic tape is new well. established, and its use is rapidly increasing. 

Future expansion xillbe limited only by 

(I) The abilitxs of the machme tool and its control system, 

(2) The abilities of the descriptive lsnguagcs, used by the 

productian/plannu,g engineer to describe his workpiece. 

These are of equal tiportance. 

The "parts programmer It languagesin use Tn the aircraft industry at 

present are:- 

Profiledata Developed by Ferranti Ltd. It allous 3 dimensional 

workshapw, with some restrxctions, but these hze not 

severe limitatwns on most current shapes. It is a 

language used 'boughout the British engineering 

industry. 
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Developed by Rolls Royce Ltd., incorporates features 

most useful to the shapes end patterns whxh occur in 

engine design. 

Developed in the United States, has features which 

enable any 3-dimensional shape to be described. It is 

nw available for use in this country on scme large 
American arxiBrltisii computers. 

CLAM Developed at Hawker Slddeley Aviation, Hatfield. 

There were four main reasons why me decided in early 1964to develop 

another language as an alternative to Perranti Stardard Phming (the fore- 

runner of Profiledata):- 

(1) We wore getting a powerful ocmput& (WY) whuh could be 

acganised to make fewer demands on the planning engineer, and 

integrate sane of the D.O./produztion engtieerlngwork. 

(2) me could foresee the growth of numerical control work such that a 
self-contained system wuld be necsssary and wow&c at Hatfield 

to prodwe the control magnetic tape. I 

(3) The majority of canponents being machined at that time wore 
"simplett i.e. 2 or & dimensional. - . 

(4) Ve wanted the ability to handle aerodynqio shapes (i.e. general 

curves) easily and consistently. 

Fig.1 shws the alternative paths by which numerical control work can 
now be hardled. The initial idea of developing a self-contained systemby 
having a curve generator attached to KDF9, has not yet materialised One of 

the current outputs from KDFY is, therefore, a pper tape in FED1 code, which 

is sent to Edinburgh for conversion to magnetic tape. This magnetic tape is 

returned to Hatfwld to control the machme tool. 

FWCURESCJFCLAM 

CLAM - @nputer I&ngwge for Eachming is now used on KDFg as a 
language whxh 

(9 at present is restricted to & dimensional geometry and 
machining i.e. the tool can move in a harizontal plane, or 5x1 a 

vertical direction, scparatc%, 

(4 candefine wcrk shapes x!lich are any mixture of straight lines, 
circles an3 general mrve9. 
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A CLAM programme is a series of statements of tvro types:- 

(1) Definitions - these do not cause any tool movement, but merely 

define geometric references. F'igs.2, 3 ail 4 show 

exmples. 

(2) Profilmg - these either cause tool movement or control the 

Statements tool operation. Figs.5, 6, 7 and 8 shcm t;rpical 

statements for moving along lines, circles QP 

general curves. 

The concept of direction is basic to the language, so Gnat reference is 

made to 

RandL - right and left of lines ma curves 

1st and 2nd - first an3 second intersections 

CLandAN - clockwise and anti-clocl3Nise round circles. 

To help the non-canputer expert UI getting his prograrnnes correct, very 

comprehensive errcr diagnostics are provided and all logioal errors are found 

on the first computer run. Output options are prwided for printing the tool 

edge path, end centre path, and listing all the defined points, lines, circles 

and curves. FED1 tap corresponding to tool centre path kll always be output. 

unless it is suppressed by prograrmae. Fig.9 shorts the current list of 

available codesvfords and the context within which they are used. For the 

"expxt" there are alternative abbreviations. Fig.10 shoris a small but complete 

CIM pro@amme and Fig.17 shops the line printa- output.of the corresponding 

tool edge path. To develop CLAM to its present state has involved 2 man-years 

of progra;rrming effort, about one third of which has gone into providing the 

FED1 tape. This tape contains the same information as the "norsal" Profiledata 

method vrould give, but automatic allowance has been made for feedrate changes 

(~10~ doxn points) and sgncing'of points along gsncrel curves. 

HOtTWILL N'UMEJRICAL CONTROL LANGUAGES DEVELOP? 

There will bo a continuing requirement for both &D and P languages. 

If a full 3D language is required, standardisation on one only must be 

encouraged because of the large investment implied in creating such a scheme. 

For this reason API?, or a subset of' AFT 1s likely tobe adopted. On a lower 

level, a choice of one language only, is not essential. Frofiledata, because 

of its current lviclespread use is top of the list, but another language is 

being specified at the National Engineering Laboratory and must be considered. 

There vrill &rays be local reasons -&y private schemes developed with 



particular refinements (such as C&Ah:) will continue ta be used. Five years 

hence, when the first fruits of the current ccmputer-~-design ideas 

will be maturing, there msy be a ccmpletely new approach to design and 

manufacture. The only certainty is that, if it can be shovn that a cheaper 

ad better prduot can be created using new methois we have ail t0 be prepared 
end ready to change. 

GEOKSTFC? IN DEl!AIL DESIGN GYORK 

The use of computers by Drawing Offices in general, has lagged behind 

the develoIemnts which have occurred in a.oroQnamics and structural 

applications. 

The main reasons for this are:- 

(1) Cauputcr assistance has not been an absolute essential far D.O. 
work - it is possible to do most of the geometric work manually. 

(2) The problem of cormnuniwtion betvieen specialists - appreciating 

the other man's problem or what he oan affer. 

(3) Doubts on the reliability of representing gcncral shapes 

mathematically. 

(4) D.O. always require a~graphical.&esentation and until recently 

automatic plotters of the required sise and accuracy were not 

available. Thus any computed work always had to be drawn manually. 

Currently, howcvcr, the potential of the computer is being explored and an 

increasing Jsc is assured. 

WOXKTODATE 

The nyk to date has been largely 6oncerncd with wing shaps design and 

subsequently getting any cross-sectional Slice. 
: 

The total process is:- 

. (4 Given a few master moss section &pes,‘a series of prbgramnes 

create straight line generators between those sections. 

(b) This envelope of lines then defines the ou+er wz.ng shape coapletely 

a113 can be sliced by any plan- tr to give the appropriate oross- 
, sectional view. 
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(o) Ectra generators can be added which represent internal slot 

shapes, flap shapes, i)ositions of spars, cables, pipes etc. and 

this unmediately enables internal items to be located relative to 

any cross-section. 

Cross-sections can be output (as X, Y, 2 co-ordinates)relative to any specified 

axes. 

CL&b4 is non being used by the D.G. as a usefulgeanetric language, e.g. 

obtaining internal skin profiles etc., given the outer skin profile from the 

generator cross-section wocess. 

There is no doubt at all that the recent striking advances in comguter 

design, offering direct access fran multiple consoles which consist of type& 

writers or graphical displays, will have a big impact on design think% and 

prograss eventually. Whilst lceeping an open myA on the feasibility of an 

early introduction of these techniques, I feel, that on a practical scale, we 

shall in the next five years be steadily developing our present methods to 

produce an integrated system for hand- total aircraft geometry. Direct 

access will certainly be used to enable the carreotion of errors in programmes 

or data quickly, and the easier end quicker handing over of information from 

one series of progremmes to another. It will be at least five years hovxver, 

and prcbably nearer tenbafore an effectwe design system utilising graphical 

display techniques is working. k lot of realistic thinking must be done to 

decide how best tore-organise end rc-educate present departments to make the 

most effcctlve use of the new total computer-based opportunities. 
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I OFFSET p? CAN BE USED ON OUTSIDE 

I 

CORNERS TO LEAVE THE 
WORK AND STOP AT A SPECIFIED 

i 
POINT (P 2) e g TO CHANGE 

CUTTERS 

I 
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DATUM t 4 -3 -3 
TOOLDIAM 0.4 
TOOL R 

2: -2.045 
il .=;;; - 1.716 
1: : 

:,“; 
-1.460 
-1.27, 

62 =S 
- 2 000 -0 576 INF 
- 1 .636 +1.008 

Pl= +17 -1 2 
PZ - +1.0 -2 3 
P3 = +o,o -0 5 
Ll = t 1 a347 t3 2141 t 2 993 - 
L2 = -1.0 -1 0 -20 + 

PRINT E 
INDEX 222114 

FEEDRATE 2 
LINE PO PI 
LOWER I 95 
LINE Pf P2 
FOLLOW G 1 
FILLET R 05 
LINE LZ 
FILLET R 05 
FOLLOW 
FILLET 

0.334 R G2 
R 0.27 

LINE Ll 
FILLET 
FOLLOW Gl 

R 0.27 

LINE 
RAISE 
LINE 
STOP 
END 

FIG. IO TYPICAL GENERAL CURVE TYPI PROGRAMME 



TOOL EDGE 

WITH CUTTER RADIUS + 0*200 
WITH FECDRATE t 2 000 
WITH TOOL COMPENSATION RIGHT 
TURN ON TO LINE AT + 4.000 -3.000 AT ANGLE t 141.953 
RAISE VERTICALLY - 1 950 
TURN ON TO LINE AT t 1.700 - I.200 AT ANGLE t 237.529 
TURN ON TO CURVE AT t 1.372 - I.716 WITH DISPLACEMENT t O*OOO TRUE DIR 
BLEND ON TO CIRCLE AT-O.477 - 1.525 CENTRE G RADIUS -0.427 -1.027 t 0~500 CLOCK 
BLEND ON TO LINE AT - 0.875 -1.251 AT ANGLE t 116 .565 
BLEND ON TO CIRCLE AT - 1.495 - 0.010 CENTRE C RADIUS - 1.048 +0*214 t 0.500 CLOCK 
BLEND ON TO CURVE AT -1 527 t 0*3S6 WITH DISPLACEMENT -0.334 TRUEOIR 
BLEND ON TO CIRCLE AT + 1.467 t3.351 CENTRE & RADIUS t 1.584 + 3.107 to.270 CLOCK 
BLEND ON TO LINE AT t 1.845 t 3.177 AT ANGLE t 204. 870 
BLEND ON TO CIRCLE AT t 3.096 -1.536 CENTRE t RADIUS t 2.635 - I.606 t O-270 CLOCK 
BLEND ON TO CURVE AT t 2.805 -1.974 WITH DISPLACEMENT + 0.000 TRUEDIR 
TURN ON TO LINE AT + 0.632 -1.638 AT ANGLE + 119.055 
RAISE VERTICALLY t I.950 
TURN ON TO- LINE AT-0.000 - 0.500 AT ANGLE t 327.995 
WITH TOOL COMPENSATION CENTRE 
STOP AT t4.000 -3,000 

FIG.11 
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DISCUSSION 

Mr. Hall (British Aircraft Corporation, We,ybridge) sati he would like to 

take Hr. Bishop up, an particular, on the last point he made - the question of 
money. Engineers have made a poor job over the past few years of selling the 

use of automation and oomputers to the financiers, both in the Government and 

in industry, who provxle the money for the aircraft industry. The true cost+ 

effectiveness approach has been neglected and many engineers have merely 

satlsfled themselves that the depth of analysis and the sophistication put into 

the task are increased by using these f'acilitics. For example he had not yet 

'seen a really good cost-effectiveness case put forward in his own company for 

the use of tape-controlled machines. Cc~nmeroial people in industry are not 

interested in sophistication for its osm sake; they want to prcduoe cheap 

saleeble products which may be aircraft or any other engineering item. 

Mr. Hall also commented thattoomuch emphasiswasbeingplaced on the 
numerical control of metal-cutting machines. A great doll of the work of the 

aircraft lnaustry is metal bending, metal forming an3 light assembly work. 

Tape control c&d certainly be applied to these operations but few oost- 

effectiveness studies have been made of this kind of application. It has also 

been proved that long production runs are not always a necessary pre-requisite 

for the effective application of tape control. 

Mr. Hall poxnted out that the real inztial impact of automation in the 

aircraft industry would be m the field of techniosl dir&&-processing. Recent 

stdies of the total cost of the design and development of large aircraft such 

as the V.C.10 show that the most expnsive Job is not creative dosign; it is 

the organisation of data into an integrated nholc, and the transmission of thas 

information to the people that out, bend and farm metal. It must be demon- 
strated to the financiers that although a great deal of monay will be needed 

to develop the software neoessery to utilise the computer efficiently in such 

applications, the rcturnforthis investment in terms of time and money saved 

oanbe very large indeed. 

LJr. Potter (Royal Aircraft Establishment) said he was all for pioneering 
a research and development field when it was necessary. He wondered, halever, 

whether there was any point in carrying on with the development of LU now 

that Ferranti have evolved CDPATH which gives the prcduotion cngmecr, in 
effect, magnetic tape processing in his own orbit. It IS wcllkno~n that 

pioneers are often overt&an and this seems to be a case in point. He did-not 

knuc~ whether CLAM had a greater use in design rather than in m?.ohinc tool 



control, but it seemed to him that Profiledata, along with COPATH, covered the 

requisite need in the machine tool field. 

Mr. Bishoo replied that they started work on CLAM in lg&before the 
current scheme provided by Ferrantl v~as available; they hail involved them- 

selves in Tao man-years effort so far. The future of this Language waAd, he 

thought, be mainly on the design side, wheze it could be used in the i&e- 

gration of geometrical schemes. It saves a lot of effort, moreover, in the 

retrieval of data such as aercdynsmlc shapes, outer contours and inner COntOWS 

tiich are required by the planning engineer. He thought that sn integrated 

scheme of this kind was necessary. Whether they should put Profiledata on 

KDF9 was an open question. 

In reply toidr. Hall, Mr. Bishop said that his firm had done a brief 
cost-effectiveness stu3.y on the use of the digital computer in technical data- 

processmng. It was found that ten people,who could more profitebly be employed 

on other vior&were spxding all their time transferring mcdifications'fran one 

drawing to another in the electrical drawing office. This is a simple job for 
a computer with a reasonably fast core state, magnetic tape and a line printer, 

and routing chart, radio cable and wiring diagram modificatidns are nwi 

processed on KDFY. Current mcdif~cations are incorporated each week in a 

single session, an3 lists are printed containing tlie relevant information for 

the man on the shop floor. . 

h!r. Bishop ccmmented that his firm too only had automatrc ccmtrol on 

metal cutting devices. He thought that an effort must 6e made to convince the 
financiers that a vrlder range of numerically-controlled machine tools were 

needed. 

Kr. Leslie (National Engineering Laboratory) said that the N.E.L. was 

attempt- to Fp-ovide saxe stardardisatlon of caputer programmes for 

the plannrng engineer usxng numerxally-ccntrclled machine tools. The aucraft 

industry illustrated this need sirAce there were three o+Aer ~ogranmes in 

addition to 'chat described by Mr. Bishop. These all used different languages 

to describe the required machine tool action. This nwde it difficult for men 

to move rarnd the industry, or fA'v+k to be &j-contracted where numerical 

control was involved. Different prcgranmes were provtied by different control 

system manufacturers and this resulted in the user restrlctlng his choice to 

encompass only one type of control system, or finding it necessary to re- 

programme if he wished to transfer repeats of a Job frcm one type of controlled 

machine to another. 
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N.&L. were financxng the development of yet another ccnnputer ~ogramne 

whose planning, or part-prOgrannnng, language was a subset of a U.S. 

numerical-control programme known as API. As Br. Bishop bed indicated, AET 

is useful when complicated snapes have to be machined on machine tools with 

4 or 5 machining axes. A simple subset fran AFT is used to describe the type 

of machining widely done s.n the U.K. on S&-axis machines, snd it is hoped that 

early 1~ ?967 a compiler nil1 be freely available on current British computers. 

The ccnnpiler will be based on FOXTRAN so that it should be easily implemented 

on any computer having an ASA FORTRAN IV canpiler and at least IM of 

acccssiblc core store. This numerical-control compiler will be maintained by 

N.E.L. end lead in due course to sane degree of stardsrdisation of psrt- 

programrung language. It should provide training for both the design office 

and the workshop planning office, who will later go on to more complicated 

work requiring APT. 

Mr. Leslie also camnented that, as an outside observer, he had the 

impression that the aircraft industry in this comtry was more concerned about 

current cost-effectiveness than in the necessity to obtain a Iroficienoy in 

new techniques so that they would be cost effective tomorrcw. This resulted 

in the application of new techniques, such as numerical ccntrol, being 

delayed until competitors in the U.S. had demonstrated its comisercinl value. 

Unfortunately, by the time this value was obvious, a newcomer had a difficult 

job in lcarning.quickly enough hOv to use the new technique. It nppzarod in 

the U.S. that there was more willingness to back a go-ahead man and let him 

try a new idea. The commercial safeguard was obtained on the basis that with 

success the man went up end with failure he went o;lt - a sufficient deterrent 

to make sure that only potentially visble ideas arc put up, and that they are 

.norked on with entnusiasm. 

Mr. Macnag,hten (Short Brothers and Harland, Belfast) ccaunented that the 

numerical control language developed at Shart Brothers, 'Short Gut', has a 

final progrcmme output on paper top which can be plotted directly with a 

Benson-Lchner plotter; this plotbx has been adapted to read the Sme code 

as the E.&I. numerically-cantrolled milling machine. Graphical output of this 

kind is much easier to check than the digital output illustrated by Mr. Bishop. 
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ON THE CLOSER INTEGRATION OF 'IBE DIGITAL 

COMPUTE.F.WITHDESIGNROCEDuRES 

by 

G.G. Pope 

(Royal Aircraft Establishment) 

This paper reviews computer techniques for the optimum design of stressed- 

skin structures and discusses the efficient utilisation of digital computers in 

the design offlce. 

1 INTRODULXION 

The digital computer is used extensively in the aircraft design office in 

the solution of complicated analytical problems, and a great deal of effort has 

gone into the developent of efficient techniques for use in such applications. 

The main emphasis has, however, been on the analysis of the properties of a 

given design, and ccmpsratively little attention has been given to the wider 

problem of deciding ho# the potenttities of the digital computer can be 

utilised best in the design process as a whole. This paper reviews ccmputer 
I , 

teohniques for the design of stressed-skin structures vsith optimum properties, 

and discusses a number of ways in which the digital ccmputer might be employed 

to improve the efficiency of design procedures in general. Attention is 

concentrated on applications u1 design and analysis rather than in the organisa- 

tion of the design office, so critical-path programming 1s not discussed. 

2 STRUCTURAL OPTIMISATION 

All engineering design is an optimisation process in the sense that the 

designer is mzvltably trying to satisfy a set of specified requiraments as 

efficiently as possible. It is, however, seldan possible to measure the merit 

of anything as complicated as an aircraft structure in terms of a single para- 

meter, and many design requirements such as, for example, reliability ani ease 

of maintenance are difficult or, more often, impossible to express mathematical& 

in terms of the design parameters. A design is usually chosen in practice 
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from a number of acceptable alternatives by a qualitative assessment, on the 

basis of past experience, of the relative importance of a number of merit 

functions. 

Weight is, of course, a merit function of pertioulsr importance in air- 

craft dosign, and it would be very useful if the digital computer could generate 

in an efficient manner a minimum wsight design for, say, a wing or fuselage of 

specified external shape, with just sufficient restrictions imposed on the 

geometry of the internal structural members to leave appropriate space fa 

crew, fuel tanks, payload, etc. It would also be useful if the caniNter could 

indicate the range of admissible structureswith weights that do not exceed 
the minimum value by more than a specified pe&entage, so tnat the cOrreS&mXbW 

variation of the other merit functions oould also be investigated. Optimisa- 

tion techniques of this generality will not, hunrever, be available in the 

forseeable future, end it is more profitable to dzscuss the capabilities of 

optimisation procedures that are already either in use or under development. 

Systematic optimisation of ocmplete stressed-skin structures has been 
attempted so far only when the geometry of the basic configdration is fixed, 

when the material tobe employed has been chosen, snd v<hen the only variables 

are the thickness of the skin elements end the cross-sectkmal.area of the 

reinforcing members. It is then usually possible to generate adesign 
iteratively in which all members 'are citber fully-stressed in at least one I 
load condition, or have a rmnimum specified sue. In general-"fully-str!ssed" 

designs obtained in this way are not unique.. For exemple, %hcn mrnimum eizeS 

are not specified and members can vanish altogether, there must be nt least. 

ae many different "fully-stressed" designs as there are statically determinate 

ccnnbinations of metiers within the structure whioh.can equilibrate the applied 
loading. These "fully-stressed" designs usually differ in weight, so the 

iterative pcooess does not necessarily generate an optimum~design. Nevertheless 

"fully-stressed" designs which have been obtained by e single application of 

this process often appear to be efficient in practice, and they have been 

employed by aircraft f&ms on both sides of the Atlantic. Caution must, how- 
ever, be exercised in canplioation problems , such as the design of wing- 
fuselage intersections, where it may be difficult to see whether'or not a 

given "fully-stressed' design is efficient. The relationship betNecn "fully- 

stressed" designs in gencralard optimum designs is disc&cd ina recent 

paper by Rama&'. 
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A general method far optimising structures when the tasic configuration 

is either fixed or is governed by only a few design parsmeters has been 

developed recently at the Case Institute, Cleveland by Sohmit and his 
293 colleagues ; any merit function msy be used, and problems oan be handled 

where more than one load condition must be considered, and where buckling 

effects are important; side constraints like miwmum gauge thicknesses can 

also be included. The computational pocess, which is based on a non-linear 

programzing technique, starts from an arbrtrary design and finds a local 

optimum such that a small change in any variable oauses an increase in the 

value of the merit function. This process should strictly be repeated fram a 

number of different starting points if an absolute minimum is to be obtained 

with reasonable certainty. The computations are seldom repeated in this way, 

however, and the results of a singlo manimisation sequence are often acoepted 

if they appear reasonable, without any further confirmatory checks being msde. 

This optimisation procedure makes heavy desards on conputational facilities, 

ard consequently only relatively slmplc examples have been computed 80 far. 

Computer progranmes are, hwever, being developed currently at the Bell 

Aerosystcm Compaw4 to apply this kin3 of procedure to complicated structures 

in general, ard to stressed-skin structures in particular. A "fully-stressed" 

design is obtained first in these programmes by the usual iterative process, 

and a minimum weight design is then sought by a numerical prooedure nhlch is 

very simple ccmpared to those that have been employed in minimisation problems 

m other fields. This relatively simple technique has boon effective in the 

examples computed so far, but it may converge loss vrcll in more complicated 

problems where stiffness requirements influence the design to a significant 

extent, and where the sises of the various mernbers are established by dis- 

similar load conditions. In such ~cblems it will, moreover, be essential to 

repeat the minimisation sequence from different starting points before it can. 

reasonably be assumed that the computed minimum weight design is the true 

minimum weight design. 

It is not yet clear hav much use can prafitably be made of optimisation 

techniques of this kind in the design of aircraft structures. The enormous 

computational effort which would be involved in the overall design of a complete 

stressed-skin structure using such techniques, would only be justtiied if it 

could be shown that appreciably better designs could be obtained in this way 

than oanbe evolved in a reasonable time bymcdifying a trial design 

progrcssivoly on the basis cf last oxpsrience; no such cvidonce is yet avail- 

able. These techniques can, hanrcver, be used effectively in the optimisation 
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of local regions of the structure where there are relatively fern design Pra- 

meters, but where failure can occur in a number of &fferent ways. Atypical 

problem of this type is the design of reinforced surfaceswhich are loaded 111 

ccolpression or shear, and a simple application to the design of integrally- 

stiffened warble-like plates is described by Schmit a& his colleagues3. There 

is, of course, already a great deal of published information on such prd~lws 

based on studies where only one load. condition is considered, where the number 

of failure modes is the same as the number of design parameters, and where the 

design parameters are free to take any value irrcspoctive of the physical 

implications. Such restrictions arc, hcwever, unnecessary with this general 

optimisation method. 

3 Di3SIlX OF THE BASIC CCNXCUSATIO~ OF AIWRAET SIWJCTURES 

The configuration of the int ernal structure of maJar aircraft caaponents 

swzh as wings ard fuselages is normally chosenby assessing a series of 

tentative design studies based on alternative configurations which have been 

selected on the basis of published data ani previous experience. In relatively 

simple problems suoh as the design of regular portions of high aspect ratio 

wings these studies can be performed adeqmtely on the basis of elementa-y beam 

and tube theories, with 'the assistance of standard information on the strength 

and the weight of the avail&lo forms of construction. Shen, however, a 1 

structure with more complicated deformational. properties is being designed, 

such as, for example, a 1~ aspot ratio wing, there are far more possible 

configurations a& furthermore, the amount of computation in each study is 

larger since it is necessary to develop designs based on each configuration, 

using finite element methods of analysis. 

The efficiency of this kind of design process depends not only on the 

experience and the ability of the designer, but also on the number of struotural 

configurations that he can assess in a reasonable txne. A system of computer 

routines designed to minimise delays in this klrd of workviould therefore be a 

very valuable design office facility. Such routines should be written in a 

consistent form so that they can be combined quickly into an efficient programme 

for use in a particular application. 

Suppose, far example, that the basic structuralccmfiguration is to be 

chosen for a low asp+ ratio wing of specified external shape, arsZ that an 

initial study is to be based on an idealised structure consisting of a stressed 

skin and a system of ribs and spars normal to a datum plane. If suitable 
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starxlard routines were available a computer programme could be assembled to 

&enerate "fully-stressed" designs for any configuration of this class &I to 

estimate the corresponding structural weight, as illustrated in Fig.1. The 

designer ncdd specify as data the planform of the proposed structural 

configuration and the positrons of any major out-outs; minor cut-outs such as 

lightening holes would, of course, be treated anpiricslly at this stage. The 

first routine in this programme HOUM calculate the geometry of the tiedlisa- 

tion from the structrlral planform and. frcm the externalgeanetry of the wing, 

which would be specified in digital form. A stanlard structural analysis 

routine would be employed to gerorate a "fully-stressed" design startrng from 

an arbitrary design which might, for example, be based on the minimum , 

permissible gauge thicknesses of the sheet members. ‘i’hc weight of each 

tentative design woulil be analysed with a routine ;Nhich makes use of statistical 

information on the weight of connections in the proposed form of ccnstructim, 

and an output routinewould be employed which Iresents the results in a 

convenient form for rapid assessment. For example, an output taps might be 

produced which would give the necessary instructions for a draughting machine 

to make a drawing showing the relative sizes of all the members. The designer 

nould use his experience to decide whether the afully-strcsseda design obtained 

by the computer utilises the configuration efficiently. If necessary he might 

use the sense computer routines again to investigate the configuration further 

by mcdifying the member sizes progressively on the basis of his past experience, 

or by repeating the iterative design poocss from n dlfforcnt mitial design 

to see if he can obtain a moro efficient "fully-stressed" design. The output 

of the structural design prcgranme might also be employed as data for simple 

aeroelastlc investigations based on a similar set of routines. Such investiga- 

tions mrght lead to mcdif'ications in the design which ncLLd lead to further 

applications of structural analysis andweight estimstion routines. 

The sped an3 frequencywith which the designer can get results back frcua 

the computer determines -Che effectiveness of this pooedure, so the relevant 

pro~nonnes should be run if possible as soon as they are received by the 

computer opcratm; such priority treatment should be possible with modern 

computers that have time-sharmg focilitles, ~ovided that the individual 

routines are written in a form which is both compact nrd rapid in execution. 

Unnecessary ela'ooration should therefare be avoided in the analytical routines. 

For example, sophisticated structural analysis programmes, which have been 

prepared for the detailed analysis of aircraft structures, are likely to be too 
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ambersome tobe used as rwtmes in this context, where the accuraoy of the 

avaiLable information on structural weight only normally Justifies a relatively 

cruae iacalisat1on. 

Each application of this design procedure woul$ nwmally require a 

different programme built around the basic routines. tiarecrrer, the raquire- 

merits of the designer vex&d often change as the design study progressed, SO 

these progremmes would frequently require modification. It is therefore 

desirable that the designer shculd be able to write and revise these programmes 

himself. A simple computer language is therefare needed ihich would enable him 

to cammnicate his requrrements directly to the computer m the same kind of 

terminology that he might employ to brief a progzzsmmer. 

No aircraft design team yet possesses a system of this generality for 

the design of efficient structuralconfiguratlons. Several American aircraft 

manufactdrers have, hnvevcr, developed special progrmwxs for use in spxifio 

problems at this stage in the design process. For etiple, R.E. Itiller 

describes a prcgramne whichwas pepsred at the Boeing &mpan,y to assist in 

the design of low aspect ratio v;ings and, in particular, the wings of the proposed 

variable-geometry supcrscmic transport aircraft. This programme analyses a 

representative range of structural doslyns when the load distribution is 

influenced by elastic distortion of the wing. Structmal analysis, weight 

analysis and the calculation of nercdynamic lift are thus zutcgratcd in a . 

single pcgrannne. The canputations are s;mplified considerably by employing .-. .- ._ 
a ocmmon grid pattern for both acrodyrmunic and structural analyses. . 

4 FACILlIpIES FOR THE CIQSER INTEGRATION OF THE DIGITAL CC'iIF'UIER WITH 
 ̂

DESIGN lROCEDDRES 

If the full potentialities of the digital caapter in the aircraft design 

office are to'be realised, a rangc of languages must be developed which enables 

each member of the design staff-to ccmmunicate directly with the computer in 

the terminology of his or her psrtxxlar specialisation. Such languages should 

be sufficiently versatile fcm users tobe able to assetilc efficient programmes 

for any problem that is likely to arise in the relevant field. These languages 

should, fioreover, be-written in an open-ended form so that additional 

facilities can be added xhcnever the nsed arises. Flexibility in the input 

ad output routines is also imlgortant,, and it should be possible to present . 

data to-the caputer in a form whiti requires no pre-lminary computation on a #l 

desk machine; tne output should be in a convenient form for rapid interpre- 

tation and, when appropriate, for use as data in a subsequent prcgrsmme. 
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Xost aircraft firms now have standard programmes for us* in large scale 

structural analyses, and experience gained in writing these programmes should 

be valuable in the developanent of stanlard computer languages for the 

specification of structural analysis prcblems of any size or complexity in the 

simplest possible fcirm. Compilers for these languages should incorporate a 

compact interpretive routine which calls up fran an auxiliary tape or drsk store 

only those analytical routines that are required in the current application, so 

that the ocmputer can be utilised effioiently in both large and small problems. 

Two special computer languages have been evolved so far for the analysis 
of elastic structures. A language known as STRESS6 (StructuralEngineering 

System Solver), which analyses pin-Jointed and stiff-Jointed frameworks, is 

one of a series of problem-orientated languages developed at the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology for use in civil engineering problems. A more general 

StruOtural analysis language known as l&iKti‘I (Autanatia System of Kinematic 

Analysis) has been developed recently by a team working under Argyris at 
Stuttgart. This language enables the user to fcmmulate in the simplest terms 

the analysis of a finite element idealisation of virtuslly any kind of structure 
or solid body. 

The develo~tofproblem~icntated languages such as STRESSispart 
of a research programme at M.I.T. which is concerned with the general problem 

of making camnunioation easier between the ccmputer and the user. b cxpari- 
8 . mentalccanputer faoility has been developed there in which a number of users 

each have a console with virtually immediate access to a central computer on 

a the-shermg basis. Multiple access devices of this kiril are expensive, but 
they might one day beoane a useful facility in the design office both for 

obtaining quickly the results of relatively small computations snd for extract- 

ing design information fran data stared on magnetic tape or disk. Hwever, 

design procedures which depend on immediate access to a digital computer are 

only practicable when the necessary facilities are duplicated, so that the 

design office is not brought to a standstill in the event of a computer 

breaMown. 

A device known as Sketchpad 9,lO , tiich is alsobeing developed at ALIT., 

enables the user to c ommunicate gecmetrical information directly to a compter 

by sketching on the screen of a oath&e ray tube with a light pen. The 

ccmbinatwn of the path traced by the light pen and instructions communicated 

with appropriate push-button controls specifies figures on the screen 

consisting of straight lines and circles. Sketchpad has been demonstrated in 
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a number of fields includmg the analysis of plsnc pin-jointed trusses. The 

user sketches a truss of this x ' ir+ on the saxen mid specifies the loading; 

the stresses and the deflections are then display& on the screen by the 

computer. Facilities are available to investigate immediately the effect-of 
varying either the gecmetry of the truss or the ladmg. The effect of 

removing a metier can be demonstrated, for exemole, by pressing an appro@riato 

button on the consolo and pointing the light pen at the mc&er in the sketch 
Of the truss. The Lockheed Air&ft Company in conj*ur&ion with ISM are e&o 
experimenting with techniques of this kti. One particular progranme they- 

have developed, for example, calculates the properties of a beam cro%i-section 

which is skrtchcd on the screen; the profile permitted consists of straight 

lines and circular arcs and consequently radmsid comers on extruded sections 

can be included. General Motors 
11 

are e~p~rimcnting TTith similar cathode ray 

tube snd light pen devices for tmo+ay graphical ccmmunicatlon with comwters 

in the designof car bodies. .Their applications arc-cancerned with curves .of 

general profile, however,'and the skctchrng fac~lityoharactcristio of 
Sketchpad is not included'in their system. 

None of the present applications of Sketohrjad and similar facilities are 

likely to be sufficiently useful in the aircraft des'ign office tomerit the * 

investment of ca$it.oi in the equiI;ment. Simpler draughting a~~display devices 

which present computer outpt in graphical form could, huxever, be used 

profitably to accelerate the interpretation 0f.a wide-rengc. of analyti$al . 

results. l3oth the Douglas andBoeing ocanpanics employ draughting mlchines t0 

plot gecmetrical information such as r& profiles.and fuscl.& cross-s+ions 
onto Mcliner sheets for use in the drawing office; programmes ,have, moreover, 

boen developed by these Ccnnpsnies‘~for dmxqhting perspective views of-three- 
dimensional bailes. Su~h'pr~ogrannes care of potential value in the rap-id . 

intcrprctati& of many kinds of analytical results; 

5 _COr:CUlSION 

The initial cost of developing a versatile set or stanoara comlGter' 

routines for use in the design offxe is nccc+.s&ly high.' Time &&money wil 

be saved in the long term, hwever, lf the amount of sgocial progrexuuing for 

indmiduai design projects is kept to a minimum by tbc intelligent use of such 

routines. Appropriate problem-or=ntatcd languages could bc very useful both 

in spced$ng up.design investigations and in reliev'mg prcssurc on progrer@.ng 

staff at times when there is a heavy demand. for their servioos. Suitable L 

languages of this kird could also increase the range of relatively simple 
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cmputational and data-processing applications in which the ccmputer can be 

used economically, and they could thus enable the design staff to concentrate 

more on the creative aspects of their work. 

The rate of developent of computer applications in design must, of 

course, be governed by long term cost-effectiveness considerations. It Bias 

alreadybecn demonstrated, hcwever, that current computer techniques can be 

used effectively in accelerating design procedures at a cmpetitive cost, and 

there is every likelihood. that more sophisticated developmnts in this field 

will also prove to be commercially advantageous when experience has been gained 

in their application. 
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DISCXJSSION 

Mr. Leslie said that although he agreed with nmoh of Dr. Pope's paper, he 

parted ~lth him in 111s summary of the current situation regarding Sketchpad-like 

devices. Dr. Pope had said that none of the present applications is likely to 

be sufficiently useful in the aircraft design office to merit the investment of 

capital in the equip& It is exactly this attitude that has got the British 

aircraft irdustry where it is today! All the major aircraft canpanies in the 

United States are already evaluating this kind of equipment by using it, whilst 

we are still sitting back and saying that itsillbe a long time before we xl.1 

even cmsider whether we rmght spend some time alrl money to see whether we might 

be able to use it. We will get nowhere this way. There is no doubt that 
Sketchpad-like devices, if they canbe proved cconcmxal, are exactly the type 

of device that Dr. Pope and some of the other spakers have been looking for in 

their search for a universal canputer language for designers. You mly have to 

look at a technical paper in a foreign language to appreciate hav much can be 

conveyed by a diagrammatic ac graphical scurce of information. You only need 

to look at a drawing to see that you do not need to lolo< the spoken language 

OP anothm engineer to understard rmmh of what he is telling you about his 

d.Wlgn. 

PC. Leslie then went on to say that he did not think that enough serious 

attentacn was being paid in this country to demand prooessingwith a typewriter 

console. It is not true to suggest that this is an expensive way of using a 

computer. A Telex machine plus the ccmmunioation facilities on the canputer 

&are less expmsive than a card punch. It shotithereforebo xithm our CCC-nomio 

reach to buy equipment to fmd out Ivhat the problems really arc. As engineers 

we know that you do not understand a problem until you get to grips with it in 

reality; if vre attempt to assess these facilities on a purely thecmetical basis 

wc will iflevltably miss a critical point. Demand processing is well suited to 

ongmecrmg design where a large number of decisions have to be taken in series, 

each dependent on the consequences of many of the preceding decisions. To do 

a ileslgn in an acceptable time, hours rather than days can be allcoated to 

individual decisions an3 to the calculations and infcaxntion retrieval on which 

the decisions are based. Until the advent of demand prooessing the time scale 

for digital computing has been a turn round time of a day per step - enough t0 

discourage designers from taking all but mayor calculations to the canputer. 
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A problem that is liabie to cause trouble in the initial stages of 

mult@.e-access working is the shunting of infozmatlon fran one special design 

analysis programme to another. A lot of effcrtmust therefore be put into the 

aystemat~sation of data to avoid uoneoessary ~nmil editing of data between 

subroutines. 

M- A. Leslie also mentioned that he visited theBoerng Aircraft Campany 

two years ago where he was shown what they were doing at t&d time with the 

seven ccmputers installed at their Seattie factories, each of which was of the 

size of an E&i 7090. He understocd that Boeing is just one of a number Of' 
hcricsn aircraft ocmpanies, each of which has mere computing pwer than Ve 

still have in the <{hole of tile British airoraft industry. It is against this 

backgod that one beconos appalled at the situaticn hare. Tho difference in 
scale of the available com?uti.ng capacity leads to the situation ;Jhere the 727 

design 1s initiated a ocuple of years later than the Trident and finishes up 

on the ‘narket at the sams time. Boeing attributed one of the two years that 

they caught up purely to ccmputer-ariled design, although they were only using 
graphical output at that stage. This ITas the first civii aircraft on which 
they employed geanetr~o canputing and computer lnftmg, and itwas also their 

first aircraft in which the uicces fitted together without 'persuasion. This 

ease of acseirbly was partly a canseqwnce of omitting the lofting an-l template 

stages altogether in many parts of the design. Computed cross-sections of the 

parts which had to mate tcgethcr worc.fed directly to a nmerically-controlled 

machine ted which manufactured the psrts. Ccmputer-aided lofting is also 

very valuable in ccmmunicating design mmdifications quickly to the &ole design 

tea+ so that up-to-date information is avadable to snycw ?rhorcqurres it. 

In conclusion Ur. Leslie mentioned that a bibliography of ccmputor-aided 
design had been conpild at N.E.L. h copy would be smt to anyone that 

reqwst3d it. 

Zir. Atirinson (Ro,yal Aircraft Establishment)_ comncnted that Mr. Lcslre's 

powerful plea for increasing the use made of bgital computers had to be 

supplemented byl6.r. Hall's comment that you have to convince someone else who 

holds the monoy bags. It seems as if our public relations on the ccmputer 

side are not as good as they should be. 

LIr. Iiitch (British Aircraft Corporation, Weybridgc) said that he too had 
visitedBwing at Seattle, but ho hsd obtamcd a rather different L.;pression 

of the extent to which master-dimznsionulg was used on the 727. Hc understood 
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that this scheme was not used seriously in design or lzoduotion, but that it 

had been employed experimentally on the back end. It was, however, being 

employed consistently on the 737. 

Mr. Hitch also ccmmented that although the computer po-rrer of the British 

aircraft industry was far below what it should be, he could not see what the 

American Industry did with all the extra ocmputing power it had available. 

Dr. Pope said that he had also visited Boeing at Seattle and he had gained 

much the same impression as Mr. Hitch. He was somewhat surprised to hear 

lir. Leslie's re.mrks on the use of Sketchpad-type devices. Lockheed was the 

only aircraft firm at which he knew of any work on graphical input devices. He 

undarstocd,moreover, that the Boeing Airplane Grcup could not yet foresee any 

ccexiercially advantageous applications of graphical input devrces in the 

aeronautical field. 

Ilr. Leslie ccmmentzd that both North American Aviation andBoeing were 

experimenting with Sketchpad-like graphical input/output nw. They may not 

expect the initial applications of these devices to be economic, but they will 

be gaining orders at our expense in a few years' time because of them.. 

Dr. Pope replied that his remarks were concerned \nth tvw-way camnunica- 

tion facilities. Wouldldr. Leslie agree that ther c is a far shorter term profit 

to be medc fron graphical output devices than from tvro-way facilitica such as 

Sketchpad' 

Mr. Leslie replied that the U.S. Aerospace f- would be demonstratulg 

the ccmmercial value of tw2-7~ay graphical facilities in a year or two just as 

they had demonstrated the value of graphical output over the past thrtie years. 

Presumably once they had done this WC aould appreciate the value and try to 

catch up again. 

ti. Atkinson sald he did not think that anyone would disagree with 

Ifi-. Leslie when he said that there appears to be a general unwillingness to try 

things out in this country. Plenty of people are willing tc try thmgs, how- 

ever, 1f saneone else xii11 only put up the money. 

Eir. Armstrong, (Atomic Vcapons Research Zstabl~shment, Aldermzston) said 

that although he was not an engineer he would like to make four points briefly. 

Firstly, you should not fir-d 1'6 difficult to make a Cost-CffeCtlVeneSS 

ocsc to the bankers because they are far ahead of you in the field of caputer 

applications. 
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Secondly, with regard to graphical input and output, it was very surpris- 

ing that there 2iad been no nontio,? whatever of graphical input, using devices 

which are already available. This seemed part~culsrly surprising because these 

devices sre already mnufacturcd in this country. A device of this kind, made 

by D-am Ltd., which is being used at Aldermaston would probably also be 

valuable in the aircraft dosign field. 

Thirdly, it ms said earlier that you could not possibly get the amount 

cf information required to describe an airfram into a computer. Vhat order 

of magnitude is involved? Very large stores (of order 500 million characters) 

are becaning available qultc cheaply now with computers such as the ICT lYO0 

series. 

Finally, we ha%? been discussmg whether we should use Profiledata, or 

Shcrct Cut or a new N.X.L. language as a stmdard engineeruig design language. 
It would, however, be utterly umeal~stic to choose aqy standard language which 

is not acceptable in America. The construction of softwere is very expensive 

so lt is important to get everything one cm free, vrhethzr the mewpoint 

ado~-bed be that of an individual establishment or fim, or that of the British 

nation as a x!hole. NW, taking into account the absolute manbers of coxxputer 

programmers in the U.S.A. and the U.K., respectively, it seew highly probable 

that the total effort put into devel.oDmg high level languages suitable, for 

example, for application to engineering design ,'mll be greater in the U.S.A. 
than in the U.K. in any stipulated period of the future. It is therefore mcrst 

iqortant far Britain to put herself in a position to reap the benefit of this 

U.S. effort by ensuring that the engineering design language adopted as a 

British standard 1s not mccaapatible with that acoopted as standerd in the 

U.S.A. 
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W.G. Heath 
(Hawker Siddeley Aviation, &n&ester) 

I A ERISF HISTORY OF TiiZ COYiPUl'm FACILITIES AT H.S.A. h~CSEkSTi?R 

In 19.50 the aeroelastic section of the Stress Office realised that auto- 

matic ccqutation could be of great assistance 111 the-solution of their flutter 

problems. A small analogue ccmputer was designed amd built by a consultant 
electronics engineer for this papose; this was a four-degrees-of-freedan 

machine firm which the critical flutter speed could be read directly. It was 
instnllod in 1952. The wccess of thas simple computer led other B.S.A. 
companies to purchase identical molels. 

In January, 1953, +&e first u se was mads of a digital oomputer. This was , 
the Ferrentiilk.1 at Manohester ljniversity. A devc1oIwnt of this compute, 

the Mk.l*, nas installed at B.S.A. Lnnchest~r 111 1955. 

This was a 100 kilocycle machine, using a 16000 ylcrd magnetic drun far 

storage, together with a 256word cathole rey tube wrking store. The paper 

tape input was at the rate of 100 characters per second and outplt at 33 ' 

characters per oecord. 

E~~ouragcd by tne success of the original analogue computer, the company 

built its wn six-degrees-of-freedun analogue for aeroelastic wark in 19.57. 

In 1964, the 1ik.1 computer has repl.a.cd by a Pegasus II 330 kilocycle 

machine. This has a 9000 wcrd magnetic drum and a 56 word nickel doley line 

workin start, together ifit& four nagnetio tape decks. There are t!yo paper 

tape readers at 200 characters per second, a tape punch at 60 characters pr 

second and ti;o high speed punches at 300 charactors par second. 

2 IN~~UCi'ION OF CCMRJZR TEcx‘sL~u"S INTO '33 SWSS OFFICE 

i7hen the digital computer vas first installed at H.&A. bianchester, the 

Stress Office was reluctant to take advantage of its o&pnbiiitlCS, yet today 

it uses more computer tine than aqy other department. Tnis initial reluctance 

was ascrlbad to five factors, namely: 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The difficulty of communication be'igeen stressmen and programmers, 

i.e. belxeen lx-actismg engineers ati mathematicians. Tnis gulf 

was bridged at management 1 evel, since the Chief Frogramaer was an 

ex-stressman, but at working level language difficuities frequently 

arose. 

The nee3 for the stressman to define his problem in a precise 

manner and to express the method of solution in a form suitable 

for prograrxaing. 

A lack of understanding of the computer's full capabilities. 

The length of time taken in conventional computer language 

programing. 

The rigid rmture of the progranknes and the dlrfioulty of altering 

them in the light of experience grind. III practice. 

Lookmg through the criglnal index of programmes, one firds tnat the 

earliest structural ones have the following titles: 

Solution of Slmultanecus Equations 

Schuerch Viking Stressing Programme 

Normal Modes of Vibration 

Flutter Determinant 

Flutter Ccefficrents 

l'1llliam.s' Method of Structural Analysis 

The stressmen thus made ixo attempts to anaiyse large units of structure 

by the methods then available (1955), but neither method proved very popular 

and was soon abbadoned. On the other *hand, the small, but more mathesnatical, 

acroelastic section of the Stress Off’ice m;tiated programmes which have con- 

tinued to be used extens<vely dmmg the past ten years. 

During the first three years after th o mstaliatmn of the computer the 

Stress Office vi-as responsible far only 20 progrannIes out of a total of 67. Of 

these 6 were concerned with acroclastic problems, am3 a tither 7 with the 

preparation of data sheets. 

3 THE INTRODUCTION OF TIS 

In 1958, a tremendous step forvrard was made which overcame most, if not 

all, of the difficul+ies listed above. This was the intrcduction of an auto- 

co& known as tie Tabular Interpretative Scheme (TIS). This scheme, used now 

by all the technical deprtnents at ;imchester, was evolved primarily for the 

Stress Office. 



The basis of the scheme was a careful sttiy of the way in which a stress- 

man made systematic calculations before the advent of the ccmputer. The 

traditional method is to take advantage of the repetitive nature of many cal- 

culations and to reduce the analysis to the filling of a table consisting of 

rcws a-d columns. 

Steps in the calculation then consist of operations on certain columns, 

the result being written in a further column. For example, one column might 

list stations along a umg, a second might contain the weights of wing sections, 

an.3 the operation of multiplying corresponding elements of these columns to- 

gether would give increments of bending moment. 

Quite large and ccmplex problems have been solved in this menner -&ich 

scene quite obvious and natural - more natural indeed than the progranmer's 

talk of "programme loops" and "conditaonal transfers". The purpose of TIS 

1s therefore to repwent the ccmputer as a table divided into 50 columns and 

40 mm. 

The columns are numbered 00, 01, 02 . . . . . . 49 and there are sane 45 

functions similarly numbered.. Each instruction contains a function cede and 

three addresses, e.g. 01, 07, 08, 25, where the function code 01 specifics 

the addition of the two columns 07 ail 08, the result being placed in column 25. 

The various functions provide for the usual arithmetic operations, the 

evaluation of trigonometric ratios, input fraa ard output to punched tape, etc. 

Provision 1s also made for the storage of a set of 42 single numbers, and some 

of the function codes operate on these separately. d block of single numbers 

may be transferred into a column and vice versa. 

Many programr‘ee can be written with t!le facilities described above, ard 

as the stressman gains experience he oan progress to a simple repetitive type 

of progremms. For this purpose, a "jump" instruction can be used to hump back 

to the beginning of a programme, v:here the input instructions take in more 

columns from tape and the whole progranme is repeated using another set of 

initial data. 

For more sophisticated programmw, there is a "conditional jumpv 

instruction which will test values of calculated quantities and sclcct one of 

alternative paths in thz programso. The facility of modification is aI50 

provided SO that a repetitive loop may contain a systematic variation 111 the 

cdlng. 



Success in practice IS ~rtlally due to standardisatmn. The initial 

data and the instructions are written on standard pre-printed sheets, together 

with titles and reference numbers. The tape editing and computer operating 

staffs follax a stardard procedure, and consequently the whole process is 

remarkably free from trivial snags. 

The other main reasons for success are dw to the personal control which 

the stressman has in :mepsring prograem~es, the sped of pre-ation, the ease 

of alteri% progranrmes, and the stimulation to seek other applications. 

The utilisation of the scheme on the I&.1* ccauputer is illustrated in 

Pig.1 which shws that by I%-!+ it was being wed, on the average, more than 

once per working day. 

An unforseen bonus came when the computer atl'lanchenter was changed, 

vduch meant that all the stardard prograwzs needed rewriting. ?3y re-writing 

just one programe - that for TIS - practically the whole of the Stress Office 

work WAS transferred to the new machine witihm a fartnight. 

4 THE IhTR~JOTIOlu' OF KCS 

Although TIS was the first autocode to be used by personnel outstie the 

programming staff, an earlier autooak had besn developed centred on tile 

formulation of problems in matrix terms. Matrices offer a convenient form of 

calculation for a computer znd the autoccde was developed from a rudimentary 

processing system into a very useful Eatrix Interpretative Scheme @IS). 

This scheme was intraluced to the Stress Office a year after TIS and is 

still one of the mainstays of Stress Office congutation, especially in the 

analysis of large pieces of structure, and in acroelastic calculations. Fig.2 

show its utilisation, :lhich now exceeds that of TIS. 

5 xmm URINATION 0~ ~x8 mmm 

The Stress Office cr;ginally sax the computer as an aid to tine more 

rapid solution of its ~oblcms by existing methods. Thus the first pcggemine 

was "Solution of Siinultnnccus Equations" - a useful tool, but the equations 

had to bc derived by hand, put onto tape, the solutions read frce~ the output 

sheet and used in some further calculation. No attempt was made to complete 

the preceding and succeeding stages within the computer. 

The earliest attempt at the ccxaputer analysis of a closed ring requared 

the input of the shear force, belding moment and end load in the "cut" ring; 
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the stressman calmlaled these by hand. Later he realised that the computer 

could cahilate these for hin, and the present progrsmme only requires the 

input of the applied loads and the ring geometry; the computer does the rest. 

Later still, the stressnan began to realise the potentlalitics of the 

computer for the solution of prcblezw by nex methals. he began to think in 

terms cf matrxes, and the develolxnent of 1KIS enabled him to manipulate his 

matrices wthout having to wait fcr a special prcgremme to bc written for a 

~~tlCdm Job. 

Speed is the prime advantage of the computer. A ,aoc?ern machine is 

capable of p-rfornung 100 000 operations per second and of printing out results 

at the rate of 2700 characters per secord. 

Secondly, the ccmputer removes the tedious arithmetic from structu'al 

analyals, freeing the brain for mcrc creative wwk. 

Thlrclly, the computer gives the ability to use methods of analyas which 

were prcvzously impossible. 

These advantages are all well kncwn and often quoted. However they 

bring cer2a.x.n less-publxx.sed dxwivantages in their trail which must not be 

overlooked. These are dxscussed belcw. 

The speed of the computer is offset by the time taken in preparing the 

initial data UI a form suitable for ingestion by the computer, i.e. in Pnching 

and checking the input tapes and possibly writing or 4,wlifying the prOg=e 

(Pig.3). Again, no ccmmerclal undertaking can afford to USC its ccmyutC 

solely for one type of work such as structural analysis, and often theremay 

bc a queue of programmes sating tobs processed. 

Vhen tne results are obtained, there still remains tnc often tediors 

Job of sifting the output to determine, for example, the design cast which 

produces the highest shear stress ata given point in a spar web. 

NC&T It my be argued that thrs kind of work - searching for j&xuna qst 

a mass of data - iS III itself an ideal fob for the ccmputer. This is true, but 

by allowing the computer to play too big a part in analysx, the stressman oan 

very easily lose his appreciation of the physical meaning of the problcrl 

@lg. 4). 

The aircraft structure differs frcm most other cnginecring structures 

in one inpcrtant aspect - It is continually being developed to lvlthstard 
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ever-iacreasing loads. A bridge is designed to carry a given density of traffic 

and to withstand a given v?ind velocity; one ar ho oases povidc all the 

eseentuil design parameters. Once built, the structure is not modified to 

carry more traffic; once completed, the structural analysis may be filed amY 

and forgotten. 

A bridge may therefore with aivantage.bc analysed by en "all-in" c-&Juter 

programme, but the aircra?t desyner is not merely concerned with the ability 

oi his structure to meet the original type specification. He will wish to know, 

from time to time,what mo&fications will be necessary for a partlcu.bW 

development such as an in&-eased payload cr a more powerful engine. Moreover,, 

he will not be prepared to wait -uih&le the data is prepared for the computer, 

processed, and printed out. He ~1111 expect a competent stressman to make 

simple, but reasonably accurate, calculations on the spot. For this purpose 

the StreSsrrY?n must retain the "feel" of the job; he must k&m the location of 

thz high strcssus, the design-oases whioh cause them, and the sensitivity of 

each case to variations in particular parameters. 

This is one reason why moth& of analYsis vhich rely entirely on the 

computer oan be-as much of a hindranoc as a help. Another disadvantage is that 

no alterlzative mcthcd is available in the event of a computer brcakdorm - an 

infrequent, but nevertheless real, eventuality. Again, e%en results praiuced 

by computers are liable to errors, especialiy errors in progrming and input 

data when near techniques are being developed. Xhen everything is left to the 

computer, the stressnan has no yardstick by which he can judge the accuracy 

of the results. _ 

Finally, the computer is essentially a tool'for analysis, not for design 

(3ig.5). However complex a structure may be, _ It rust first of all be designed 

by elementary methods. The computer facilitates the use of refined methods Of 

analYsis rchich define the stress distribution zrth great aoouracy, but the 

strocture itself will'only be as good. as the crude methods by wnich it wa8 

designed. In the aircraft industry, where &axings are snatched off the board 

and rushed via tne print rocxn into the worksho?, refined analyses are carried 

Out, too latz to permit corresponding refinements tobe ma&e to the design. 

7. COpUCXJJSION . 

Surrounded by.the complex requirements for which aircraft arc designed 

today, lift in the Stress Office ~culd be zm~ossible -Jnthout the exl of a 

coquter. It is however a tool, not an automaton, and tne stressman is not a 
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data-processing clerk. Although feasible, it v.w&3. be xxyise to feed the 

ccmputer with all-embracing pogramaes ~hioh vrould enable it to digest the a~- 

craft specification and print out the Type Record. 

Bather it should be used to ta+ the toil cut of each of the three stages 
of analysis; loading actions, structural data, ati stress distribution. In 

this way each stage can be checked, the analysis has meaning, an3. structural 

developrlent is facilitated. 

The usefulness of the computer is further enhanced if the stremuan is 

nble, by means of a simple autocode, to write his cm programes. 

The author is indebted to h3s colleagues at H.&A. Manchester ard 

especially to?&. J.P. Xorton, Head of Ccolputer Services, for their assistance 
in the preparation of this paper. He is also indebted tnMr. Chrintopher Storey 

of Hawker Siddeley Q-nsmics, Manchester, for drawing Figs.F5. 
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Fig.3 How fast is the computer? 
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Fig.4 The computer is not a substitute for the stressman 



Fig.5 The computer cannot design oeroplanes 





GENIR4L DISCUSSION 

Opening the discussion, Kr. Hitch (British Aircraft Corporation) said that 

lt was quite clear that Mr. Heath had brought the Symposium fairly and squarely 

down to earth, because the jobs that the Stress Office has to do on a day-to-day 

basis are essentially those that l&r. Heath had dcscrlbed. It was very 

appropriate to point out the value of the tabular scheme and the various matrur 

interpretive schemes that have been employed in the last few years, as dell as 

the wealth of standard programmes that were only hinted at. Nevertheless, there 

was an enormous contrast between the attitudes of Mr. Heath and, for example, 

professor Argyris. Mr. Hitch indicated that he aculd range himself with 

professor Argyris and the more avant garde contributors, but he would not accept 

their thesis hook, line and. sinker. He thou&t that it should be rcoognised 

that there are significant dangers which can arise when tho computer is used as 

a sausage machme. There is, for example, the question of cost-effectiveness 

raised by Idr. Hall. It is quite clear thatthe*more you invest in soPhi.sticated 

computer techniques the less return you get pr pound mvestcd. Cam must be 

taken, moreover, not to spend tine and cnorgy on the structural problem at the 

cwnse of other problems requiring equal attention more urgently. 

Mr. Hitch next turned to the structural analysis techniques nm? advocated 

for use in conjunctionwith a digital computer. He had yet to see test lnork 

on real practical structures ccmpared with this theoretical work to show the 

justification for the very large expenditure necessary in effort of every sort. 

He felt that a stressman must learn to design a goal structure using 

essentially "back of an envelope" techniques. The stressnmn would nevertheless 

want to use the more sophisticated techniques, and he would boon learn an order 

cc& such as that describedby Dr. Ksmel if it were available to him. It 

wculd, h%evcr, be wrong to abandon the "back of an envelope" approach 

altogether. 

We might now ask what further design offace Processes could profitably 

be mechanised. The cutput stages of specialised program&es would certainly 

repay mechanisation. Mr. Taig mentioned that some poor devil has to look 

through M enormous volume of comPul.cr output to decide what it all means. WC 

should have dravnng devices which waild draw up the required grids and the 

corresponding values of stresses, temPeratures anddeflections to give the 

engineer a Picture directly; it has already been pointed out that the eye 

appreciates graphically displayed information at a glance but it gets very 



little from a large quantity of ten digit numbers. Another area which should 

be mechanised 1s the specificatxon of aircraft gecmetry. At B.A.C. !Te have a 

very powerflil scheme nearing fruition which uses spllnes and comes to represent 

surfaces. The output oan be in dxgital form or it-can be in the form of 

numerical-control tapes for ma&me tools or draughtmg machines. Such a 

scheme does, however, raise an inspectLon problem. Iiow are the inspectors to 

knov that the part whxh comes out at the end is the right part? Hew far back 

should they check the basic data? 

Except perhaps for Mr. Talg '5 contribution on the design of panels, the 

discussion has so far been restricted to the question of mechanisation; design 

itself has not been considered. iie have explored at Weybridge the problem of 

choosing the optimum design for a curved beam to transmit load across the gap 

of a rivet gun. Even this apparently simple problem is very ccmpiioatcd sloe 

the position and shape of the ncatrsl axis has to be computed as well as the 

beam cross-section. It wald be interesting to kno\: if anyone has explored 

true design problems of this kind with the aid of a digital computer. ItwxiLd 

also be interesting to Icnow whether any useful work has yet been done with the 

computer on such prcblcms as the design of the best structure to transmit a 

given load to a specafied wall. 

hir. Leslie has told us about American work in tha field of graphics, and 

he has suggested that we should be doingmorr in this field. Perhaps it should 

be mentioned that the Cambridge University Enginceruy and Computing 

Laboratories are getting a device of the Sketchpad type which they will be 

using for research in computer-aided design. Mr. Hitch said he had thought a 

great deal about such devices but he did no, + know what he vrould use them for 

in the aircraft industry. 

On the SubJect of numerically-controlled machine tools Mr. Hitch said he 

thought that mc should accept that Profiledata is a gocd language for 2D ard 

2&D machining; ti‘a highor language is requrr& we should go straght to APT. 

It may be of interest that ICT plan to havi Profiledata avarlablc III PORTPAN IV 

wlthln a year. 

Pinally Hr. Hitch comuxmtcd tnat some speakers had gixn the unpression 

that structural analysis is the central problem of aircraft design, and that 

other problem areas such as aorodynarmcs and aeroelasticsty are only of 

sccandary importance, lb would, of course, be more realistic to give equal 

emphasis to all problem areas. 
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&ii. kacnsghten mentioned that Short Brothers had used the canputerised 

techniques referred to by Lir. Hitch to analyse a csntilever circular 

cylindrical snell, reinforced by frames and stringers, under a concentrated 

load at the tip. Results of the analysis which seemed unlikely, and which 

conflicted with elementary engineering theory, were subsequently ccnfirmed by 

test results. 

Dr. game1 commented thathIr. Heath locks upon the computer in a 

completely different way to Professor Argyris andilr. Patton. Ur. Heath uses 

the ccnputer as a slave to do his dirty wcrk. Mr. Patton looks upon it as a 

member of a team who he wants to talk to and get arawers from. Sometimes he 

may tell thL ccmputer what to do because he knows best; sanletimcs ho may have 

to accept what the canputer says because it is right. Perhaps the ideal 

approach is Somewhere between these two extremes? 

Professor Argyris pointed cut that the structur$ analysis work of' his 

team had been checked by tests on actual Structures on mere than one occasion. 

One partlcuku example was the Transaal aircraft which is s. Joint French/German 

venture. The fuselage stresses were computed using the force method he had 

published talc years earlier and which he now considered to be overtaken by the 

finite eienent deve1cIzxnent.s in the matrix displacement theory. Only /+CO 

redundancres were employed in the analysis but the calculated stresses only 

differed from those obtained from strain gauge results by 5$, in spite of 

tremendous out-cuts. The analytical results had been particularly valuable in 

the vicinity of high stress concentrations. 

Professor Argyi-is then commented that one's attitude to computers ohsngeo 

3hen one gets access 33 a largtir cceputer. The outlook of nis own team bed 

been transformed when they Jumped from Pegasus to the UNIVAC 1107. It is 

difficult for anyone who has not been throu& this process to understand the 

need for sophisticated methods of analysis and ccrrcspcnding scftvrare designed 

especially to utilise a large computer effectively. 

hir. Taig added that the validity of finite element methods of structural 

analysis had been proved over and over again and he had thought that this was 

now universally accepted. 

Professor J.B.B. Owen (University of Liverpool1 ma& the point that we 

must not be dominated by computer progrsmmcs and results; we must dominate 

thorn. If WJ Nant to understand the behaviour af a StrUCtUYo, me must often gc 

hsck to the basic theory to appreciate what is happening ati what ought tc be 



done. A knwiledge of Mxnell struha-es could, for example, be of great value 

in reducing a structural optimisation problem to a tractable size in an 

effioient manner. 

Mr. Sadler (Iinwker Siddeley Av,vlatlon, Kingston~ canplained that eaoh new 

paper on finite element methods c :aims to do something that its predeoessors 

do not do, and yet little is ever sald about their deficiencies. He did not L 
think that the general stressing problem had yet been solved and he w3.S not 

convinced that a large computer ABS all we need to solve our stress problems- 

Nr. Kolyneux (Royal Aircraft Establishment) commented that the design 
process depends ultimately on the aocuracy and adequacy of the uu"ormation 

which canes into the design office in the first place. Consequently it is 

worth while considering the role of the-ccmputer in the processes that generate 

the required informat2.on. ifiat, for exemple, 1s the basis of current ma&et 

researoh? '&at part does the custcmer as distinct from the operator ?lay in 

it, and can the computer contribute to the analysis? Gallup and other publi0 

opinion polls demonstrate that predictions of estounding accuracy can be made 

for most human activities if the sample is reprcsscntative, whereas completely 

misleadmg results are obtained if a poor sample is chosen. Are the samples 

employed in this field constrained to be too small to be stntzstically 

significant? 

Materiel selection is another real problem to the designer. The quantity 
of available material properties is alvfays incrcnsing and new alloys are 

* 
continually being developed. The designer is not inclined to be venturescane 

bcoausc he does not have information on new materials readily to hand. If 

this i&arm&ion could be coded and stored in a convenient form in a large 
computer, the designer would be able to extract quickly the data he requires 

and the data itself could be @ated zithout difficulty. 

Inspection is a further area where the computer has a part to play. 

Inspection is an integral part,not only of the construction of an eircraft but 

also of its maintermnce andrepair throughout Its life. Kost inspection 

tec.hniques consist of an emnatIon of a component to find out its condition 

at a given time vkthout reference to its previous history. There are, however, 
occasions vhcn the rate of chang e of sane l2-operty is more revealing tb2n its 
current value. For exsmple, the rate of propagation of &n already detected 

crack may be more critical tnan rts actual length. In this particular case the 

hlstary travels with the canponent, perhaF simply as n sequence of dated 
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pencil mm'ks, but in the general case a more comprehensive record may be 

required Tlhich mght conveniently be kept in an auxiliary store of a digital 

cmputcr. IIovrever, mncqy featmen looked for by a skilled inspector may be 

difficult to categorise in y quentitative nay, so mare pecise techniques msy 

be required to specify inspection prooedures in digital form. par example, a 

single X-ray photograph of a component may show little that can be attributed 

posltlvely to corrosion dsmago. Comparison vrith photographs taken under the 

S&W cOnd.ltiGns at previous inspections may be more revealing, an3 the 

digitisation of a single parameter such as the average intensi@ ml&t prwe 

vduablc for ccmparison purposes. 

Pinally there is tho problem of defects in service. Here the difficulty 

is to record the defects in a form suitable for a canputer analysis, so that 

rapid surveys can be made at mtervals throughou t the operating life to detect 

statistlcnlly significant defects as early as possible, ard to initiate 

corrtxtlve measures. All too often defects have been vrcll documented in a form 

nhish makes statistical analysis Impracticable; there is an obvious potential 

for computer applications here. 

In conclusion LO. ldolyneux conmented that most speakers seemed to have 

t&en free access to a conputer for granted; many people, hcsvever, had great 

difficulty in getting adequate time on a oanputer suited to their needs. 

Professor Argyris ccmmentea that there v/ouldbc no difficultjr in getting 

aoccss to a ccmputer if the industry and the Royal Aircraft Establishment 

jointly purchased a very large canputer vrith many remote oonsoles attached to 

it. Each uscr mould then nave vxrtually mnedinte nccoss; the facility Could 

be organised in such a may that commercial and government secrecy could be 

maintained, so that no unscrupulous organisation could tap off tho results 

obtained by a ccmpotitor. 

Mr. Nicholson said that he accepted that a rcnlly large computer is needed 

for many jobs arising in aircraft design. It seemed, halevcr, that no single 

design office could use such a facility anything like fully. The sharing of’ 

canputcrs is therefore a real issue. 
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CKAIJMN ’ s SuMlvmY 

Mr. Nicholson, in his sunmy, said that the Symposium began by consider- 

ing some very advanced concepts, philosophies and generalities. The examples 

that had been discussed had, however, been relatively simple in concept if 

rather large in size. His worry was not that the U.K. is failing to think 

advanced thoughts about computer philosophy, but rather that it is failing t0 

do the ?traxghtforw.rd things quickly enough either through lack of money or 

through lack of seriousness of purpose. The money invclv&d is not enOrmCUS 

commred to the amounts spent in the aircraft industry;so it may be that 

people are not making themselves felt properly if they are not getting the 

money they need. Perhaps, on the other hand, the differences in wage rates 

and related costs be+xeen the U.K. and U.S.A. are great enough for it to 

beocme economic to apply certain sdvanoed techniques later in thus country. 

lie dti not believe this argument, but it xas a possibility which had to be 

considered. The confhcting views .gh-ihlch have been e;q,wessed often merely 

indicate the differexe bettieenwhat is practicable now and what will one day 

be practicable. We are not, however, dealing with a static situation. The 

things that the aircraft designer is try- to do are chsnyng all the time 

and so are tlx facilities that the computer e+neer has to offer. This- 

constantly changing situation makes the linking of the aircraft design and 

digital computer fields difficult, but it VGZR&~. be a great pity if it stopped 

them linking altogether. 

Some of the ideas that have been disoussed ~~11 prove to be impacticable 

in the end, but we will only find out vhlch ones are tipracticsblc by trying 

them out for ourselves. TInis p,olnt requires particular emphasis because we 

have not always been as quick try5ng things out as I'IC should 2iavc been. 

Everybody egrces that "back of sn envelope" SIXIS will continue to be 

valuable. There does not appear to be any real reason, however, wb the 

competefit structural engineer should not retain his feel far the job when he 

makes fuJ.1 use of the potentialities of the digital computer. 

This Symposium will have served a useful.purpose if it has stinulated a 

dialogue between the aircraft designer and the ocmputcr engineer which will 

contmue elsewhere, andwhlch &.ll help the aircraft designer to USC the 

computer more effectively as a tool and as a colleague. i7c must not sit back 

3rd do nothing;, me mst all get to grips with the new aslpxts that sre cropp 

ing up all the time. 

Prmted in Rnglcnd for Rer Majesty’s Stotrmry Offtce by 

the Royal A<rcraft EstabZishnent, Padwrough. DA125875 X.U. 
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